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Abstract
Common assumptions about youth and youth culture exist in academic. as well as other
adult cultures. These assumptions underlie policy decisions. programming choices, and
even the way we (as adults) treat youth. This study proposes to examine Singaporean
youth and their use of pagers, in terms ofFoucauldian theories of power; in an attempt
to draw critical attention to these common assumptions. The intention is to explore the
ambiguities of such common assumptions as sites of power relations; relations that are
inherent to all societies in one way or another.

The pager is not a conventional focus for communication research. Yet it is set firmly,
particularly in Asia, in the networks of communication that form part of the everyday
li\'es of many people. This critical inquiry focuses on the construction of youth and
technology (as discursive categories) in the media, academic research, legislation,
business/advertising and journalistic writing; and looks at how these dis~urses
intersect with the promotion of pagers and pager use.
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In focusing on the context of Asia, this approach p10blematises boonded conceptions of

cultures and identities; and suggests that our undersbndings of youth and technology
are more ideological than inherent. At thf: same time, I interrogate the connection of my
self, my research, and its methodologies, to relations of power so that these aspects are
not nattrralised. The aim is to develop theorisations that are self-reflexive; recognising
the "inescapability" of power. This is not a critique of the nature of power (whether it is
goo1 or bad), but rather a description of its presence, how it inflects all cultural
practices and social life. It also raises the need, particularly in intellectual discourses, to
acknowledge the reach of power.

By trying to examine the pager as a cultural D.rtefact, this exercise poses questions for
existing conceptions of what qualifies as a researchable media within the field of
communication studies. It focuses attention on the conditions that have been set as to
what is important, valued and legitimate work in communication studies. In broader
terms, it similarly challenges our systems of sense-making and knowledge production.
How do our existing know ledges of the relationship between technology/media and
individuals, explain youth and pagers? And what does this reveal of their conditions of
enunciation? This paper is a pointed interrogation of the technologies of power that are
imbricated in the ways we make sense.
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Introduction

When your mobile doubles as a computer and you can pocket your modem
Electronics are tricky beasts: shrinking, morphing, adapting 10 the culture of
the day, the week, the decade.

Rosenthal ( 1996, p. I0)

Electronics are tricky beasts, especially as they are becoming smaller, more portable,
and wireless, whilst providing greater applications. In this section of the introduction I
would like to establish an idea of the scope of these electronics that are not only
morphing but integrating (for example, the Nokia 9000 is a personal digital assistant in
a GSM cellular phone, intebrrated with data and voice services; i.e. you can talk, fax and

surf the net with it), and suggest that there is a move towards electronics that are so
compact and portable that they can be V..'om on or about the body. Consider Telstra's
.. Priced to fit every pocket'' mobile phone advertising campaign (refer lO Appendixt or
the Calvin Klein-styled television advertisements for the new Nintendo Game Boy
Pocket. Not only are these electronics pocketable, but they are wearable as \vell;
meaning that the objects themselves are gaining status as accessories. Much like the
ubiquitous wristwatch, more of these "tricky beasts" are morphing and adapting
themselves not oniy f.o our everyday lives, but to our bodies and to our selves.

These electronics are establishing a significant presence. Take for example the Surfer
modem from Psion Dacom (fit,JUre 0.1). It is supposed to be ··so hip you'll want to wear
it" and it even comes with its own "neat, skin-tight Surfsuit in one of four brilliant surfstyle colours"! Or the Motorola Personal Messenge;- I OOD radio modem, where for the
price of a cellular phone connection you can connect to your regular Internet supplier or
e-mail provider: "you can pocket the Motorola and only plug it in [to your portable
notebook] when you \Vant to read your messages'' (Harden. 1995, p. 6). SEND-IT is
designed as a toy for kids: "a small personal diary-style device with a slim beeper-like
desi&rn [it is worn around the wrist]. you enter messages of up to 30 characters on the
LCD screen .... pick from one of the 100 names you've entered and the message gets
sent out through the air waves and received by another'" (Rosenthal, 1996, p. II). These
are only some of the communication tools that come into existence e\·eryday, providing
possible reconfigurations of our means of communication and contributing to an
increasingly technologised reality. It prompts the question of llvw people are actually
communicating, and \r..tether communications studies has overlooked this plethora of
fragmented practices that negotiate how people make sense of their ,.,.·orlds.
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The modem so hip
you'll want to wear it
Surfer from Psion Ducom 1s o real cool modem
It's cool becousn it gel• you onto the Internet
It lets you send fOAcs and u-moil \\hen only
the written word will do . And thcn them'a voiCIHllail,
your 0\\1\ perronal digital nnswcring se"'ico
Surfer even comes with its own nco!, skin-light Surf•uit
in ono of four brilliant surktyle ~.olnur.~
So don't be o IYOnnobe - coli one of tho resclkril below
or get down to your nearest retailer todll)'.
Action 0800 333333
Powcrmork plc.0181 956 7000
Simply Computers 0181 498 2125
Software Wore house 01675 466467
Or visit )'OUr local PC World. Ol•nns,
Tho link or Currys atore.

Figure 0 . 1 Advertisement for Surfer modem from Psion Dacom in The Guardian (1996)
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This '"electronification", to use Rosenthal's (1996, p. 10) term, of the body may seem

like simply a fusion of marketing and techno-mat,Yic, bearing little cultural significance.
They appear gimmicky and one feels a sense of incredulity reading about their

fantastical functions. The aforementioned gadgets gain far more journalistic and
promotional, rather than academic, attention. Yet they are part of a growing number of
products that are being promoted and used not only as functional, but as fashionable
objects. Whilst they appear more like advertising fluff (why would anyone want to wear
her modem?), the image of a youthful, attractive female, wit~ a modem hanging from
her hipline, places the object in a context and use so distanced from its familiar
functions that it is curious. It draws attention to the other electronics v.;e wear on
ourselves and interrogates the

techno~body

relationships we have otherwise naturalised.

What does this mean? Wh_v does this mean? And how does this relate to our
understanding of communication? Wark's ( 1993) description of artist Stelarc's
performances, provides a vivid image that drav-.:s attention to this relationship between
technology and body:
He appears strapped and wired to any and every device. Some are devices
he controls through the movement of his muscles. Some are devices which
control him, triggering involuntary parabolas and disconcerting jerks .... a
state of permanent dependence and symbiosis with what video artist Peter
Callas calls technology as territory. (p. 71)

.j

II

The relationships we draw between technology and people are not natural. Stelarc
shows this literally by «eJectronifYing'' himself. Yet these devices parallel the ones we
wear on or carry about ourselves every day; devices like watches, mobile telephones,

and pagers. The core issue of this thesis is to focus attention on this relationship of
"dependence and symbiosis"; to ask how we make sense of this relationship. What are
the assumptions we make in our explanations of this relationship behveen technology
and people? Ult!rnately, this is with the intention of asking how the relationship of
dependent:e and symbiosis, is revealing of the ways of organising and making sense of
our cultural and social worlds.
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Techno accessories for hip teenagers

The title of this paper, Someone 's Calling Your Swatch, may be misleading because I
am studying pagers and not Swatch watches. It is actually taken from a brochure
promoting Swatch the Beep, "the first pager that's aiso a Swatch watch" (Swatch, n.d.).
I have chosen it because it play:; with the idea of telecommunication through an almost
mundane technology- the watch. To take a Swatch watch, worn as much for fashion as
for function, is doubly significant as it draws

a~tention

to the ornamental potential and

cultural value of the objects that we carry about our selves.

The Swatch watch carries about itself a sense of spectacle, of to-be-looked-at-ness.
Swatch designs are often characterised as self reflexive and attempting to construct a
sense of intcrtextuality: a tongue-in-cheek critique of popular culture. And their
advertisements (refer to Appendix) position the S\\atch brand as anti-establishment
(they advertise under the label "Irony''), as irreverent (their products are not only
shockproof, but sp\ashproof, boreproof and priceproof), and as trendsetting ("the others
just watch" is their tagline). Thus a "big, daft Swatch watch with a pager built in"
(Sootheran, 1996), as British magazine Ma-r describes The Beep, is then even more
spectacular.
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Figure 0.2 is from a The Beep brochure. The woman's outlandish see-through black
lace and tulle outfit fringes between high fashion and garish tastelessness; the sight of
her at a public phone booth is a bizarre juxtaposition of the totally unconventional and
the everyday. It is this defiance of binaries, the horror of the anomalous sign that

Swatch represents. To me, The Beep epitomises the shift from promotion of the pager
solely as a business and professional tool, to promotion of it as a personal accessory.
Whilst it encompasses the pager's existing uses, The Beep is particularly linked with
style and youth. It is a shift that is part of a broader development in the marketplace
(consider again the Psion Dacom moctem advertisement, figure 0.1). And it is in this
sense that I refer to The Beep as spectacular; an object of excessive signs, drawing
attention to itself as both functional object and cultural artefact.

-14

Figure 0.2 Image from Swatch brochure (Swatch, n.d.)
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Just a call away . .. the Traka halpe teenagers keep In touch

Techno accessories
for hip teenagers
TRAKA PAGER
A Motorola pager Ia the hlp New York
teenager's ultimate fashion accessory which haa a lot to cto with the constant
barrage of Motorola pager advertising
on MTV, the rock music TV channel
In this senseless shopping season
before Christmas, Motorola Ia targeting
Australian teenagers with Ita Traka
pager. You may have already seen one or
the Traka television advertisements
depleting teenagers swanking about
town proudly wearing their pagers.
Traka Isn't as pretty anc1 colourful as
the pagers shown on MTV. It Ill chunky
anc1 matj.-black sensible, a sturoy pager
featuring a simple 12-character backllt
display, auctlble tone or sUent v1braUon
alert, 1&-message memory, onscreen
clock anc1 easy two-button operation.
As Traka Ia packaged for the youth
market, Motorola claims It "wlli retail at
around 16 per cent or the cq:~t of a
traditional adult I?.Jlglng aerv1ce". Traka
retaUa for $50, and the Link Telecommunications 12-month unlimited pager
subscription and connection fee costs $75
aU up. My checking revealed the standarc1 adult one-Une text serv1ce coats
around $350-$400 per year, whlle the
Traka costs about $124 per' year. Hmm,
more like 30 per cent.
The Traka Is cheaper because It Is
numeric - that Is, the message system Is
based on secret agent number codes,
such as "64", which could mean "Come
home, now! "
T1·aka owners can also purchase
pager-specific 1\CCessorles, such as
"fashionable o.nd funcUonal pouches"
and "bungee cm·ds", for a few dollars
more.
For further Information, phone
1 800~50-850.

GAME BOY POCKET
Young consumers wlll also be hlt hard
this Christmas by super-sexy Calvin

d. Vice s

Klein-styled television advertisements
for the new Nlntendo Oame Boy Pocket.
This Is the latest version of this handheld, pocket-size games system first
released In 1989.
You know the kind of ad. A Kate Moss
lookaUke, wearing a tight white singlet
and low-slung jeans, slowly sUps her )land
Into the pocket or a pretty chisel-Jawed
boy's jeans.
Then, with a sulky '90s teenager pout,
the Kate Moss lookallke pulls out the
Oame Boy Pocket, housed In Ita shiny
new sUver casing. The chlael-jawed boy,
of course, Is now smU!ng.
The new Oame Boy Pocket certainly Ia
much shinier and brighter than the first
version. Nlntendo olalms that since 19891L
has sold 48 mUUon hardware systems and
218 mUUon games worldwide.
The Oame Boy Pocket Is one thlrc1
smaUer and half the · weight of the
original, but It s UU has Ute original screen
size of 2.6 Inches.
However, It uses a·sharper and brighter
black-and-white LCD screen Lhan the
original.
The Oame Boy Pocket runs all the
exlsUng games and Is powered by two
AAA batteries. It retails tor around $100,
while the games cost from $30-$60.
Fo1· tu•·the•· lnformaUon, phone (03)
9265-9900
)ackJec@ozemaJLcom.au

·• :· ' ..,.. :. , ·• ; ·1;·1

Figure 0.3 Press clipping ..Techno accessories for hip teenagers" in The Weekend

Australian (Cooper, 1996)
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The sleek shapes and colours of the new generation of pagers this paper is interested in,
have themselves been compared to Swatch designs; ..tipping a hat to classic Swatch
designs, the Motorola Memo Express provides a street-smart alternative to the upwardly
mobile phone that could usher in a new pager-age" (Sutherland in The Face, 1994 ).
According to Cooper( 1996) in The Weekend Australian, "a Motorola pager is the hip
New York teenager's ultimate fashion accessory- which has a lot to do with the
constant barrage of Motorola pager advertising on MTV, the rock music TV channel"
(figure 0.3}. The '·ne\'/' pager is more associated with youth culture and in particular
American culture rather than business. Like Cooper ( 1996), The Face explains that ''in
the US they"re as much a part of hip hop culture as Je,!ps and sneakers'' (Sutherland,
I 994). Yet is this merely just another American led fashion trend that supposedly
gullible youth across the world are jumping to emulate? In a survey of Asian youth in

Asia Maga:::ine ('·Icons of our time", 1996)_ the authors suggest that:
Technolo,bry- or rather hi-tech gadgets and gimmicks- foliO\vs a close second
to fashion on the must have front. This generation is plugged into the 1990s
icon of technology .... and more than 70 per cent describe [the Internet] as
the most indispensable technological invention of the decade .... mobile
phones rate as the nex1 indispensable hi-tech toy, followed by pagers. (pp. lOll)
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Fashion accessory, hip hop culture, hi·tech toy; the appeal of pagers is rationalised as an
empty simulacrum of consumerist hipness for a category of pre-adults but post-children
who are still at play. The articil~s I have cited refer to "New York teenagers", "this
generation" and "Asian youth" as ifthere are self-evident differences that guide these
categorisations. Yet at the same time references are made to a global youth culture, and
to youth at large as a biological category with generalisable qualities and developmental
stages. What do these contradictory assumptions mean? Are they more revealing of the
nature of youth, or of the strata of meaning-making that pervade our lives?
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Youth, technology, power

It is one of the fundamental paradoxes of our social life that when we are at
our most natural, our most everyday, we are also at our most cultural; that

when we are in roles that look the most obvious and given, we are actually
in roles that are constructed, learned and far from inevitable.
(Willis, 1979; cited in Turner, 1990, p. 2)

"Young people today", "the future of our youth"; within adult cultures, these phrases
presume a self~evident definition of youth. It is, as Willis ( 1979) points out, this
inevitability that prompts questioning. Are youth and youth cultures as inevitable and
taken for granted as they are made out to be? The accompanying image to Cooper's
( 1996) article s1ows pre-pubescent or ·tarly·teenagers at a rock ~or:cert in Iibera tory
celebration wearing their pagers. Whilst pagers in this incarnation may be relatively
new to Australia, the image is a cliched one that may well be used to sell Levi's jeans,
Nike shoes or Big Macs. The jeans worn on the hips, the tight-fitting tops; have become
metonyms for Evel}teen, the teenage equivalent of Everywo/man. It seems natural to
assume that teenagers tend to dress alike and will want whatever they see on MTV; or
that they are easily persuaded by gimmicks. It also seems obvious to then presume that
youth need to be protected Yet these are not intrinsic qualities of youth.
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Foucaulrlian theory suggests that categories such as youth serve to codify individuals in
terms of a hierarchy (within a segment/stage of training) to individualise/differentiate
them as novices (McHoul & Grace, 1993, p. 70).lt is about the power to define what
youth lack; or what they are incapable of; what youth are. Therefore I speak of youth,
not as a biological category (ifthere is one). but rather as a social construct and

discursive category. And in the process, I question the power relations that inscribe such
conceptions of youth.

Why then the pager and not Nike shoes or Levi'sjeans? The pager brings in the element
of technology. It is unlike most of the media that research chooses to study. Yet it is set
finnly in the networks of communication that form part of the everyday lives of many
people. Over the years, pagers have grown in popularity; an advertorial released by
Motorola in Asiaweek (_ 1996) claims that at the end of 1994 there \vere in excess of70
million pagers installed in the world

1

•

By tl}'ing to examine the pager as a cultural

artefact, this exercise poses questions for existing conceptions of what qualifies as a
researchable media \\ithin the field of communication studies. I believe that it focuses
attention on the conditions that have been set as to what is important, valued and
legitimate work in communication studies.

1

In Singapore alone 26.8 out of every 100 Singaporeans were using pagers in 1994, the highest
penetration rate in the world (Singapore, 1995, p. 161 ). In Sweden, according to Sutherland ( 1994), the
country took the pager to hean and sales increased by 1000 per cent in 1993. In Indonesia a service
providing hit-music charts, weather forecasts and entertainment news through pagers was launched in
December 1996 (Tong, \996). And in Australia, the Traka pager for teenagers was introduced in
November 1996.
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Wbat do we mean by technology? What do we conceive to be the relationship between
technology and people? And how do these conditions fi·ame our findings? The pager is a
communication technology, yet it is not considered a particularly important technology
wo11h examining. One could call it a boundary spanner. It traverses the uncertain line
between the technologies communication studies should, and should not, examine.
However, the purpose of focusing on the boundaries is not to define what is and is not,

what is in and out; but to look for hmv these lines of distinction are erected, crossed and
policed.

Therefore in this the<;is, I am not looking to produce il "better.. definition of technology
or youth; or to explicate the essential qualities of each category. But rather, the pager is
take-n as the site where these discourses are tested, stretched,jux.taposed and
com:radicted. My argument is that this study of the pager is an example of how
discourses are interdependent rather than linear and self-contained. The significance
lies in their interface and intersection.

"The elements of the ritual ('the letters of the alphabet') do not mean anything in
themselves; they come to have meaning by virtue of the contrast with other elements"
(Leach, I 976, p. 95). This social anthropolo!_,rical perspective is useful in approaching
the pager because it addresses it not as an isolated object, but as a dynamic intersection
and contradiction of discourses. The pager is therefore embedded in the social and
cultural context of its use, gaining as well as giving meaning. This approach questions
exis1ing work around the media-audience-context relationship.

J

,,,j
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This paper is organised around two sections. Section A, which includes chapters one
and two, focuses on interrogating our tools and methods of study. In chapter one, I
argue that communication studies itself is a technique of knowing embedded in the
ideological, social and cultural. Through the categorisation of individuals and objects
(in this case specifically as youth/audience and technology), research itself inadvertently
reproduces the conditions we try to critique. Chapter two juxtaposes this
methodological dilemma onto the pager. By trying to examine an unconventional
subject of study such as the pager, I suggest that the assumptions that underlie our
existing methodologies and conclusions are challenged.

In Section B, I try to analyse the discourses of youth and technology, that encircle and
intersect around the promotion, and explanation of, pagers and pager use. Through this,
I intend to problt!matise the closed text~audience circuit that continues to dominate
communication research, by showing that both youth and technology are unstable
discourses that are often contradictory and are expressive of pO\ver relations.
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Chapter three covers the historical construction of youth cuiture a.c; one centred on
hedonistic consumption. I stress the historical continuity of such analyses because these
arguments are hardly ever positioned as such; critiques of youth culture often target the

decadent new generation of youth as a malaise of modernity and new communication
technologies. In '.:hapter four, characterisation of youth as delinquents is examined. This
is especially applied to Asian youth with the suggestion that such categorisations are
expressive of issues about culture and cultural identity ( in particular the making of the
West as Other in relation to Asia).

Our discussions about the effects of technology and the problems of youth are not
always about issues of technology or youth per se; just as the promotion of pagers to
teenagers is not merely a marketing transaction. These discourses are interferences that
draw on and construct our methods of sense-making. A consciousness of the terrain of
power that contextualises sense-making is necessary for a theorisation of
communication that recognises its intebl"fation with cultural structures; as the negotiation
of meaning within culture.
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Chapter One

There are in fact no masses, but only ways of seeing people as masses.
Williams (1989, p. II)

The very idea of mass communication, simply multiple transmissions of a text to many

individuals, makes it impossible for transmitter or receiver to personally know one
another. Williams ( 1989, p. II) argues that this inability to know tempts us to

rationalise "the others·· in our minds as an unknO\vn mass: '"the masses became a new
word for mob: the others, the unknown, then unwashed, the cro\~o·ds beyond one''.
Whilst forms of mass communication such as newspapers, radio, film, television, have

made information, news and entertainment more accessible to people; they have also
positioned their audiences as faceless masses with generalisable traits and behaviours.

24

The idea of"the masses" is certainly not solely the result of mass communication, nor is
mass communication as simplistic a process as that I have stated above. However, it
remains that we have instituted different ways of seeing people as masses, whether as
audiences, genders, classes, races, citizens, ernployees or age groups. It has become a
formula for rationalising decisions at all levels of community be it academia,
government, business, family, or individual. My point is that we have to try to recognise
that masses do not group themselves naturally, but rather as Williams suggests in the
above quote, they are a technique of sense making: ··people assume all too easily that
they are born into a ready-made world, and with normal relations to it, and that an~1hing
they say is subject to complete personal choice, and that above all it is the individual
\vho communicates .... but we have learned ways of thinking about this which stop us
seeing the problem clearly.. (Williams, 1989, p. 2 I). Learned ways of thinking are not
necessarily negati\"e. but \Ve need to recognise them as learned, and as connected to
social and political formations.

f

]
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In this chapter, I argue that communication studies itself is a technique of knowing'.

Communications research has focused critical attention on this polymorphous
phenomena "communication" as its subject of analysis, whilst positioning itself outside
as the objective "knowing". By detaching the critic, the practice of research ignores its

own context within knowledge production:
Nobody is free of these conditions, not even the virtuous man [sic] who,
angered by the inhuman nature of this universe of infonnation. transmits his
own protest through the channels of mass communication, in the columns

of a great newspaper or in the pages of a paperback printed in linotype and
sold in railway station kiosks. (Eco, 1994, p. 3 I)

Within the field of communication studies, there is no unified theory of
communication, but rather contesting theorie.~o· of communication. I am not implying
that there is a need to reinscribe the field into a monolithic fonn \\·ith prescribed
methodologies (although in some places it is already conceived as such). But our tools
of study are as contradictory as the conditions we aspire to study. By taking an overviev.·
of communication studies, its historical precepts and methodologies, I hope to position
my thesis as an attempt to step away from looking at the two as separate entities: the
objective science that will explicate the unwieldy subject. Within communication
studies itself, there are learned ways of understanding, and methods of seeing people as
masses. I argue that rather than simply asking how existing frameworks either explain
or dismiss communication practices, there is the need to recognise that these
frameworks may also limit what is considered an acceptable subject of study.

1

According to Carey (I 989, p. 169): "the new media centralise and monopolise civic knowledge and, as
importantly, the techniques of knowing". He argues that we thus lose the capacity to produce knowledge
for ourselves. Therefcre I take techniques of knowing to be leamcd ways of thinking. Hartley (1994) takes
this further to suggest that mass communication studies has been operated as a technolOb'Y of social
controL

J
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I have chosen to examine the pager because it is an anomalous object that challenges
the assumptions of how we see things and people in relation to communication; how we
understand technology and youth:
We only see what we look at. To look is an act of choice .... We never
look at just one thing; we are always looking at the relation between things

and ourselves. Our vision is continually active, continually moving,
continually holding things in a circle around itself, constituting what is
present to us as we are. (Berger, 1972, pp. 8-9)

The definition of a subject of study is in itself an act of control, structuring relationships
between the looking and the looked at. Because the pager refuses to fit easily into the
way we see things, it poses the question too, of how we are limited by the way we see.
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Communication and power

So many authors who know or do not know one another, criticise one
another, invalidate one another, pillage one another, meet without knowing
i! and obstinately intersect their unique discourses in a web of which they

are not masters, of which they cannot see the whole, and of whose breadth
they have a very inadequate idea .... they communicate by the form of
positivity of their discourse, or more exactly, this form of positivity ....
defines a field in which formal identities, thematic continuities, translations
of concepts, and polemical interchanges may be deployed.
Foucault (1972, pp. 126-7)

Foucault speaks of authors. But these authors do not necessarily have to be of the
literary kind. His perspective suggests that the relationships and discourses around
knowledge production are not natural or ecologically evolutionaty. Our individual and
collective understanding(s) of what commur1ication studies is, its technologies, effects,
roles and implications; is not a clear discourse that can be easily delineated. Within
communication studies itself, the relativnships between the practices of everyday life
and theorisations of these practices are uncomfortable and contentious (Hermes, 1993;
Frow, 1991 ). Like\',ise, these contradictory relationships persist in other spheres of
knowledge production that contribute to the way we, as intellectuals, as citizens, as
races, understand. Foucault's authors are therefore not wholly communicating through
unique individual choice. The term "web" proposes that the way we understand
communication is framed by a complex set of rules; what Foucault ( 1972, p. 128) calls
the archive~ the limit and forms of what can be said.
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However, it is important to note that this does not imply an ahistorical, atemporal
structure that defines what we may enunciate from a position outside of the archive.
There is no ultimate unifying discourse that eludes our discovery; no need to pursue the
possibility of a world singularly organised around the principles of universal reason,
rationality and truth (which was the project of Enlightenment). According to McHoul
and Grace (1993):
human subjects and historical events are not finn and discrete (id)entities

but are fragmented and changing sites across which the flows of power
move. (p. 41)

We mask this fragmentation and change by codifying individuals and positioning

knowledge production as an authoritative means of explaining this flux. I refer to
Foucault because he points out the complexity of our structures of sense-making- that it
is not a matter of choosing one discourse above another as more legitimate or as the
correct answer. This perspective also positions communication studies in relation to
other "authors·· of communication theory be they psychologists, marketers, educators,
censors, or parents. As researchers in the academic sphere, we need to recognise that
communication studies does not exist in isolation but rather interacts and competes with
alternative discourses. We need to engage with these discourses, lest we pursue a
discipline with neat little boundaries that expounds what it does know
unproblematically, masking the indeterminacy \\ithin which it exists.
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It is with this web of discourses that we form the bases of our economic, political,

social and cultural arguments. To take communication as the generation of meaning, we
therefore have to accept that the generation of meaning is a web:
It becomes therefore the discipline of interferences, the description of the

concentric circles that surround works, underline them, relate them to one
another, and insert them into whatever they are not. (Foucault, 1972, p. 137)

The communication act is therefore studied as multi-layered and multi-textual rather

than as singular. And in this respect the pager is understood as interferences of
technolo!:,:ry, youth and culture. These complex networks of discourses can be said to

fonn concentric circles, intersections and relations about the pager as a cultural artefact.
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Technology in communication studies: The bounded text~audiencc circuit

We often discuss, with animation. this or that •effect' of television, or the
kinds of social behaviour, the cultural and psychological conditions, which
television has "led to', without feeling ourselves obliged to ask whether it is
reasonable to describe any technology as a cause, or, if we think of it as a
cause, as what kind of cause, and in what relations with other kinds of
causes. The most precise and discriminating local study of '2ffects' can
remain superficial if we have not looked into the notions of cause and
effect, as between a technology and a culture, a technology and a society, a
technology and a psychology.

Williams (1990, p. 9)

Williams ( 1990, p. 125) argues that underlying investigations of the effects of
television, are particular cultural models which tend to detem1ine their scopes and
methods. A position of technological determinism abstracts television fiom its
intrication within its specific cultural context rendering it (the cultural model)
transparent; constructing the idea that what is being studied is simply an object, a
hermetically enclosed "'technology'' with its ov.n internal laws of cause and effect. As

Mercer ( 1986) argues:
[Cultural fonns] cannot be taken to be, even in their "realist' fonns,
expressive of a totality which might be society, a class, a community or
history. On the contrary, they must be understood not as evidence of
something to be located elsewhere, something profound or deep underlying
them, but as the composite of surface technologies which elaborate and
inscribe relations between class, community, nation and history. Not that
there is nothing happening elsewhere- in the economy, in the courts, in the
streets- but that these forms cannot be read off against that 'elsewhere'.
(pp. 183-4)
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Mercer's observations refer to popular literary and journalistic fonns of writing. But he
makes a valid point that implicates other contemporary cultural forms that may not be
traditionally considt~red in such terms. Cultural forms do not exist as hermetically
sealed, independent forces that merely effect and/or reflect society; but rather, as
Mercer suggests, they are in society; a composite of surface technologies. The point,
then, is that cultural forms are produced by this composite. The ways we perceive, use
and understand them are inscribed by social and cultural relations. However, we
continue to speak of technology as embodied in an object, and of the process of
communication as working through a technology to an individual. And that individual is

first and foremost identified by his or her relation to the technology · as an audience, a
reader.

Yet audiences are at once consumers, citizens; among other roles projected upon them.
I suggest that assumptions of vulnerable audiences are also related to assumptions of
vulnerable citizens, consumers, employees. The pathologising of popular media
readerships constructs them as the binary opposites of intellectual readerships 2 • Wark
( 1996a) comments:
The expert, the master of the psy discourse, experiments on test subjects,
looking for pathological effects. lfhe or she finds them, then lhe place of
the psy expert in the social regulation of the media is legitimised. The psy
expert therefore has a vested interest in finding pathological effects. (p.
100)

1

See Hartley's (1994) argument that "intelleC'tual discourse has created an imaginary 'other' out of
popular media audiences ... whose presumed characteristics can be explained by reference to the
purposes, politics and prejudices of intellectual culture at large rather than by looking at aucl.ences as such"
(p. 95).
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DeCerteau's ( 1979) work on the policing of families; Foucault's ( 1977) comparisons
between schools and prisons as similar systems of control; Aries' (1960) conclusion that
modem education and the modem family removed the child from adult society, creating
the concept of childhood; are examples of research outside the field of communications
studies that concur with this critique of the psy expert who is instrumental to social
regulation. This paper's approach tries to step out of the psy discourse to ask how the
network of discourses around the pager are expressive of the instruments of managing
bodies and populations. It asks how subjects are produced, rather than what subjects

are.

Critiques of communication technologies tend to construct technology in terms of the
sensational moral dimensions of the representations of sex and violence on film,
television, video. computer games or the Internet. In many ways the research around,
and cultural regulation of. these technologies of mass media continue to frame each
subsequent technolobl}. as ··new whipping boys and new objects around \vhich a moral
panic has been raised"' (Stockbridge, 1996, p. 132}.
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In spite of the research in communication studies over the last ten years arguing that the

relationship between media and audience is far more complex than one of cause and
effece, cultural policy, censorship laws, journalistic commentary, community attitudes
by and large coni inue to make the assumption that the media artefact is a thing that
produces pathological effects4 . This paper is in part an expression and analysis of my
frustration in facing this awkward juxtaposition of academic theory and social policy.

3

See, for example, ( 'hildrm and teh:vision (Hodge & Tripp, 1986); 7idt•J•isiou audiences & cuflllml
(Morley, 1992); Reading audiences: Yo1111K p!.!upfc: and lltl! media (Buckingham, 1993 ); and Lil'ing
romn wars: Rethinking media audiem:esfor a postmodauwvrld (Ang, 1996).
4
Sec press clippings such as "Danger in the airwaves" in The New Paper (Koid, 1995); "Best-selling
Vampire game blamed for killing by S youths" in The Strail.~ Times (1996); "Screen violence" in The West
Maga::ine (Crompton, 1993); "Certain controls necessary to keep peace.. in 71u: .\~rafts 7i'mes (Yeo,
1995); "Children's programs fall prey to bad influences·· in The Weeke11d Australian (Sexton. 1995).
xtudie.~
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Best-selling Vam.pir
gam.e blamed for

1

~.~~- ~?~~us~~
5

ers, who bludgeoned to death
their friend's parents, were
said to have been influenced
by the best-selling game Vamplre: The Masquerade.
With more than 500,000
copies sold since its creation
in 1991, the game has its own
jargon, hierarchy and dr'ess,
all related to an -elaborate systern of vampire clans.
Masqueraders role-play in
full vampire garb. Enthusiasts
pointed out that thousands of
plar.ers enjoy the game with
no tll effects.
The game reflects popular
culture's long-running fascination with vampires.
On Nov 25, five teenagers
accused of being vampire worshippers, incluoing the slain
1, • 15
ld d ght
coup1 e 8 -year-o
au er,
Heather Wendorf, beat
Mr Richard Wendorf and his
wife Ruth to death.
The discovery of the bludgeoned bodies, as the family
poodle hovered protectively,
stunned residents in Eustis,
Florida, about 48 ion northwest of Orlando.

Florida authorities we3
scheduled to decide ~is wee
whether to prosecute them
~uveniles or adults for the killmgs. The case shon~ a
light on a growing un er
ground culture of fantas
role-playing as vampires.
Police in Calloway Coun
Kentucky, where four of th
teens are from, said they tor
tured puppies and drank on
another's blood. They starte
with a fantasy game bu
crossed the line, police said, t
a cult.
Defence lawyers hav
called the suspects scare
youths and dismissed th
· 1·
vamprre c auns.
The Wendorfs' daughte.
had stayed in touch with ond
of the Kentucky teens, 16~
year-old Roderick Ferrell
since he moved from Eustis
year before the murders. ~
The teens were arreste
last week in Louisiana, whe
police say they fled after steal1
mg the Wendorfs' car. - US
Today.

Figure 1.1 Press clipping "Best-selling Vampire game blamed for killing by 5 youths" in

The Straits Times ( 1996)
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The grO\vth of computers in the 1990s has also spawned a plethora of alannist editorial
like the press clipping "Best-selling Vampire game blamed for killing by 5 youths" in
The Straits Times (1996) [Figure l.l].The logic behind linking the murders to the

computer game is unquestioned, and attributed scientific. commonsensical authority.
Likewig<!, the psychological rhetoric explaining the behaviour of the gunman
responsible for the Port Arthur killings in 1996 conveniently suggested a correlation

between his motivations and violent videos. These are commonsense assumptions that
are so familiar in everyday discussions that we take their validity for granted. These are
the same assumptions that underlie media policies 5 , programming choices and social
attitudes. Wark ( 1996b) in commentary in Tht> Ausrralian states:
so many ·scientific' studies come to the same conclusion about media
violence -"inconclusive, more studies are needed". We are talking here
about the very things that elude the scientific search for pathologyunderstanding, meaning, culture. Inferring from the coinct,1;nce of a killer
who saw a vioknt \'ideo that the one caused the other isn't rational. (p. 15)

Mv concern is not with investigating \vhether such represented violence indeed does
beget violence, nor how we can more effectively censor or control the availability of
such images. My concern is not with violence at all. By pursuing a debate on whether
media violence is affective, or to what extent it does influence people, or who it does
inlluence; Jocks us into a tussle between the power of media and the pD\Ver of
audiences' interpretative sophistication.

' Stockbridge ( 1996) points out that even in the 1990s effects research remains the dominant paradigm in
Australia. with censorship ministers continuing to tum to behavioural and medical experts regarding the
effects materials such as computer games may have on children and adolescents_

I
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For example, Ang ( 1985), Radway (1984), Katz & Liebes (1990), and Livingstone
(1990) take to task the media-audience-culture relationships in various ways; but the
tendency is to set up an opposition between the power of texts and the power of
audiences (Livingstone, 1990):
If we see the media or life events as all-powerful creators of meaning, we
neglect the role of audiences; if we see people as all-powerful creators of
meaning, we neglect the structure of that which people interpret. The
important questions concern the interrelation of the two: how do people
actively make sense of structured texts~ how do texts guide and restrict
interpretations. The creation of meaning through the interaction of texts
and readers is a struggle, a site of negotiation between two semi-powerful
sources. (p. 23)
This results in a research paradigm much like Li\·ingstone's own of audience-cumcontent analysis. This is problematic as the comparison of audiences' interpretations
with the researcher"s interpretations creates implicit power relations. Again, the
struggle is isolated to a bounded text-audience circuit, abstracting them from their
contextual networks. As Frow ( 1991) points out
In the absence of realised texts which can be subject to determinate
analysis- in the absence of a definite and graspable object- the analyst will
inevitably reconstruct such an object .... [The result of which} is a
politically fraught substitution of the voice of a middle-class intellectual
for that of the users of popular culture~ and it is characteristically in the
space of this substitution that the category of the popular is constructed. (p.

60)
This draws critical attention to the research process and its attendant intellectual
discourses. The problem is the over simplification of the media-society-culture
relationship; the inadequacy of how everyday media use has been theorised.

j
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Media, societies, and cultures, are not discrete entities or monolithic self-contained
systems. We cannot cordon off an area of research where we can examine the media
moment without these contextual issues seeping in. Ang (1996, p. 4) argues that
"studying media audiences is not interesting or meaningful in its own right, but
becomes so only when it points towards a broader critical understanding of the
peculiarities of contemporary culture". To look at media in isolation, or the textaudience relation alone, reinforces tendencies to think of a given cultural system in

limited or misleading ways. As Bennett ( 1990. p. 5} proposes, the technological, the
economic and the ideological are inextricably intertwined, they tra\'erse a complexity of
relations; to the extent where they cannot be fruitfully theorised in isolation. A focus on
technology, rather than on the relationships of the inextricably intertwined, displaces
critical attention from the relations in society to those supposedly external to society.
This constructs a discourse of media crisis- soc1al malaise by the infection of popular
media.
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Chapter Two

Methodology: An overview

Discussion in the previous section on audiences and audience research may seem total!y
irrelevant to the pager. After all, it is quite unlike the television, and its users are not
exactly audiences. Yet \vithin communication studies, the individual is predominantly
constructed as audience or reader first of all; and then massed as categories of
audiences or readers. Our methods understand individuals as audiences or readers.
How, then, are ,.,..e to apply this understanding and methodology to individuals

identified as pager users? We need to negotiate the relationships between the pager, its

users, and the Singaporean context, in relation to communication studies. We need to
ask how communication studies explains and understands ti~e pager.

The pager, as fnr as I ha\·e been able to tell, has not been a subject of communication
research. Most n:search around it \VOuld be business and consumer oriented (Gillard,
1994):

Unlike TV, measures of telecommunications use do not rate much mention
in newspaper columns. Telecommunications companies compile
sophisticated data sets measuring actual usage which they can cross
reference \\ith demographic information obtained from special surveys or
the Census. HO\\·ever, the existence and use of such market information is
not publicised because of its commercial sensitivity. (p. 29)
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Gillard (1994) outlines a move in the field of telecommunications research (here, she is
refening to telephone use) towards a more ethnographic approach. seeking how people
define their relation to the telephone and the purposes it serves in their lives. She argues
that there is a growing body of work exploring the cultural role of the telephone. Gillard
(1994) cites the example where women were found to adopt the cellular telephone as a
method of remote mothering: "the cellular phone permits them to exist in their domestic
and work worlds simultaneously women are now working 'parallel shifts' rather than
what has been described as the 'double shift"' (Rakow & Navarro 1993, p. 153; cited in
Gillard, 1994, p. 30). Significantly, this area of research has gained some insight,
although this is quite limited, from audience studies. The work of Silverstone and
Hirsch ( 1992) on the uses of information communication technologies (ICTs) in the

home forms the basis for one of the projects cited by Gillard ( 1994 ). But this continues
to be an area that has sustained little interest in terms of an ideologically rooted critical
investigation. Unlike study of the press, film or television, there has been limited
examination ofiCTs in relation to social institutions and cultures. As such, publicly
available infonnation on pager users is ratings oriented; meaning that they simply
measure who O\\rTIS a pager.
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The purpose of this paper is not to provide a better understanding of pager users to
increase sales figures. Appadurai ( 1986, p. 29) suggests that demand itself"emerges as

a function of a variety of social practices and classifications. rather than a mysterious
emanation of human needs. a mechanical response to social manipulation (as in one
model of the effects of advertising in our own society), or the narrowing down of a
universal and voracious desire for objects to whatever happens to be available.,.
Therefore, demand for, and the value of, pagers is subject to social definition and

control; they are socially regulated and generated impulses rather than artefacts of
individual \Vhirns or needs. Appadurai (1986, p. 15) uses the tenn ..regimes of value" to

focus on the relational and contextual bases of value (and its implications on demand).
For Appac.lurai (1986), that value is not an inherent property of objects but rather a
judgement made about them by subjects:
the economic object does not have an absolute value as a result of demand
for it, but the demand, as the basis of a real or imagined exchange, endows
the object l'ith \alue. (p. 4)

Therefore, follo\\ing Appadurai's argument, value is defined and contextualised by
cultural and social frameworks. However, these frameworks are contingent. They are
negotiated through regimes of value varying from situation to situation, from
commodity to commodity. And they reveal a politics of value that is at the complex
intersection of temporal, cultural and social factors.
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The value of. demand for, and consumption/use of, pagers illuminate their social and
cultural contexts. What audience research has shown is that the problem is in trying to
define and limit that context. In relation to my argument in th~ previous section, whilst

a user/audience related focus is necessary, it is also important to bear in mind that
(Morley, 1992):

Much of our theorising about contemporary society- about the practices and
cultures of everyday life- is infonned less by an understanding of the detailed
practices of real people as they go about their daily business than by an
abstract theorising that takes for granted, much as we do ourselves in our daily
lives, the forces and structures, the confli~ts and contradictions, of quotidian
reality. (p. 247)

The criticism of audience studies is that it has inadequately theorised everyday media
use, leading to oversimplification of the media"technology-society-culture relationship.
Although communication studies is not onl_v audience studies, this problem underlies
much of communication theory. Audience studies is an obvious area where
media/technology-audience activity has been extracted from its context. It is also the
method that most commonly comes to mind when investigating the relationship
between media and audiences. One needs to ask why a line is dra\\11 between media and
audiences, and pagers and pager users; where the former is considered the site of the
social and the Janer, of consumption.

i
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Bricolage and l:>.mination: Looking for a methodology

Trying to construct some sense of methodology for this project is difficult. There is a
limited history of research dealing with pagers outside of the commercial context.
Preceding studies and methodologies are virtually non-existent. Furthermore, the pager
does not fit easily into communication research methodologies. It defies existing
definitions of the media-audience relationship. The pager, by definition, is not a media,
and its users are not audiences nor readers. There is an implicit rejection of the pager

because it is categorised as a purely asocial product for consumption. I find cultural
studies useful here because:
cultural studies in fact has no distinct methodology, no unique statistical,
ethnomethodological, or textual analysis to call its 0\'111. Its methodology,
ambiguous from the beginning, could best be seen as a bricolage. Its choice
of practice, that is, is pragmatic, strategic, and self-reflective. (Nelson,
Treichler & Grossberg, 1992, p. 2)

From a cultural studies position, I am able to open up the possibility of looking at the
pager in relation to communication theory. It allows for the unruliness of the pager as a
subject. Whilst cultural studies is not actually interested in applying methodologies as
such, it has its antecedents. My approach attempts to apply the appropriate
methodologies, and tries to use them self-reflexively. This includes an understanding of
the ~1istorical traditions of methodologies such as textual analysis (from literary theory);
and, if necessary, to depart from or extend upon the theoretical basis of such methods.
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Cultural studies distinguishes itself from the humanities and social sciences (while
evolving from them) by its commitment to self-reflexivity. In this I follow Nelson et
a)'s ( 1992, pp. 10-1 1) view that cultural studies is "constantly writing and rewriting its
own history to make sense of itself, constructing and reconstructing itself in response to
new challenges, rearticulating itself in new situations, discarding old assumptions and

appropriating new positions, [itJ is always contextual .... Cultural studies involves
how and why such work is done, not just its content''.

To me, the challenge of cultural studies is to look at new "cultural practices'' (such as
the use of the pager); and to try to develop a way to study and understand them as a part
of changing/contingent social relations. Its ideologically rooted siance and almost ad
hoc methodology is appealing in the sense that it offers a reflective and flexible critical
standpoint. It questions its subject as much as its mm tools of research: pushing the
boundaries ofwha! is .. thinkable" to its limits.

However, one needs to be constantly aware of the power relations that inscribe one's
O\vn

analyses. Cultural studies itself need.s to question its own politics, the biases of its

mvn history and methodologies. It raises the same issues that face communications
studies as a discipline, and the wider sphere of knowledge production. Conceptually,
cultural studies offers a bridge between theory and material culture in that "the politics
of the analysis and the politics of intellectual work are inseparable .... intellectual
work is, by itself, incomplete unless it enters back into the world of cultural and
political power and struggle, unless it responds to the challenges of history" (Nelson et

al, 1992,p.6).

J
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Cultural studies acknowledges and addresses contingency. But it should serve, as this
paper should, only as an aspect of our theorisation. I do not presume to reject all other
work outside of the cultural studies tradition. However, a cultural studies perspective
offers a constant reminder of the power relations that contextualise our intellectual,
cultural and political worlds.

Furtherrnore, in this paper power is identified as a discursive relation. This needs lobe
read in tetms of Foucault's critical method:

Foucault's technique involves what might be called a kind of lamination:
building up citation upon citation, juxtaposing ofticial and mar!,Yinal

discourses, quoting at length, rarely making heavily marked interpretive
comments, allowing bits of cited text to carry the work, arranging and
collecting historical fragments so that the order and arrangement of them,
the technique of their montage perhaps, speaks for itself (McHoul & Grace,
1993, p. 21)

By looking at the discursive constructions of youth and technoiOb'Y in the media,
academic research, legislation, business/advertising, and journalistic \\riting; I suggest
that these discourses intersect with the promotion of pagers, and pager use, to reveal a
terrain of power relations. The ideas oflamination and montage help me to compare
and relate discourses of varying levels of legitimacy. Thus, the assumptions made in
communication theory are critiqued along with the assumptions of advertising and
legislation. In the process, I also examine the implied levels of legitimacy ascribed to
different discourses in tenns of power relations.
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Singaporean youth and pagers are at the interfaces of power relations; at sites of
interface between significant ..boundary dirt" 1 • They potentially redefine and/or
reiterate conceptions of youth, space, body and technology; in relation to economic,
ideological, and cultural discourses. The problem and task of this project is "lo bring to

light power relations, locate their position, find out their points of application and the
methods used .... but instead of taking these as signs of human freedom we will use
them strategically tv fell us more about fimns ofpower cmJ how people are caught up
in 1/iem [my italicsr (Abu-Loghud, 1990, p. 42).11 is an exploration of the possibility
'

that Foucauldian theories of power may contribute to.a perspective of society that
recognises its inextricably intertwined, knitted together relations.

J

1

Leach ( 1976, pp. 61-2) argues that boundaries become dirty by definition. Earth in the kitchen is dirt; it is
matter out of place. The clearer the boundary, the more conscious we are of the dirt that ambiguously gets
onto the wrong side of the line; and the harder we try to keep that boundary clean so as to legitimise our
category system. See also Chapter 2 "Television and the power of din" in Hartley ( IS92a, pp. 21-42).
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Chapter Three

According to Murdock and McCron ( 1976), our modem images of youth and
adolescence were essentially creations of the Victorian middle class. At first it was an
ethos of youth confined to the offspring oft he middle classes, '"in successive decades
however, it was increasingly detached from this original social base and generalised
into a description of a universal stage of individual maturation, so that by the turn of the
century the social nonns of the middle class became enshrined as the ·natural' attn'butes
of youth per se" (Murdock & McCron, 1976. p. 192). Th~ is not to say that youth did
not exist before this, but that it was at this time that the ideas of dependence, education
(i.e. mental and moral development) and separation were foregrounded as elements of
adolescence. In particular. Murdock and McCron (1976, p. 197) cite Parsons' 1942
suggestion that youth culture was the culture of:t generation who consumed \\ithout
producing; one centred on hedonistic consumption. Parsons argued that confinement in
age-specific educational institutions removed them from the productive system, as well
as the class relations rooted in that system: ··this emphasis on the irrelevance of class
inequalities, coupled with stress on consumption and leisure as the pivots of youth
consciousness, was destined to dominate the sociology of youth" (Murdock & McCron,
1976, p. 197). These observations of youth subcultures that were promulgated in postwar Britain in the 1940s appear to bear similar arguments to observations of youth in
the 1990s!
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Teen.drinkers: Parental
ne glect nub of problem?

Youngste rs c ro wding the Boat Quay pubs: Are today's parents spendi11g enough time br inging up their child ren!
.
.
I REFER to Mr Alan J ohn's s uch aS void decks and Parks. • ing out wi th. We were re- ·. ·. Are .they so preoccupied
minded
cons
tantly
to
be
article "Teen drinkers: Time
Have we ever studied
with their careers that they
to end cat·and·mouse game" what has gone wrong - the tbritty In spending the mea· bave neglected their parental
(ST, Ja11 3).
gre daily allowance we were
source or the problem?
ro~?
·
There is no doubt that sur·
I reeall my own teenage given.
How a child bebaves will
!er penal ties a nd vigorous days, more than 10 years ago,
We had our parents to
checks can deter underaged when parents were very guide and teac h us to be sell· depend on the education he or
youngsters !rom patronising strict In disciplining us chi!· disciplined and to be have s he receh·es, and bow orderly
night spots.
properly, to teach us how to a society becomes will re)jl on
dren.
But this is only a de te rren t
We had to be home before dillerentiate between what is the behaviour and conduct or
measure.
midnigh t al ter an evening righ t and what is wrong.
Are today's parents spend· its people, who are taught by
YoUJlg people can stiil get outing. We had to inform our
older friends to obtain drinks parents where we would be ing suUlcient time and eUort the preceding generation.
and consume them elsewhere. going and whom we were go- in bringing up their children?
CHANG YONG YEN

Figure 3 I Press clipping "Teen drinkers" in The Straits Times (Chang, 1996)
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The previous letter (figure 3.1) taken from the Straits Times in 1996 reflects similar
concerns with deviancy, the need for education and discipline, and the spending habits

of young Singaporeans. This letter responds to a string of Straits Times reports and
commentary on teenagers frequenting Boat Quay, a night spot particularly popular
among upwardly-mobile professionals. Not only were the underaged reported
consuming alcohol, but brawls and fights wt:re also said to have occurred. The young

were characterised as nuisances marring the pleasure of adult patrons of the area. First
of .all, Chang's ( 1996) letter romanticises his own youth: '·we had our parents to guide
and teach us to be self-disciplined and to behave properly, to teach us how to

differentiate between what is right and wrong ... He falls back: on the familiar cry of
moral decay; yearning for the golden years gone by. Secondly, he implies that the
appearance of young patron~; at Boat Quay is symptomatic of hedonistic consumption
and a lack of discipline among youth. He concludes that it remains the responsibility of
the family, of education and of society to keep the young in check. This argument
reflects the foundations for the development of the school as an instrument of strict
discipline, a training for life, in the seventeenth century. According to Aries (1960):
Family and school together removed the child from adult society. The
school shut up a childhood which had hitherto been free within an
increasingly severe disciplinary system .... the solicitude of family,
Church, moralists and administrators deprived the child of the freedom he
had hitherto enjoyed among adults. It inflicted on him the birch, the prison
cell - in c. word, the punishments usually reserved for convicts from the
lowest strata of society. (p. 397)
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It was an interest in education, and the rise in religious and moral development teaching

parents that they were spiritual guardians, that cata}ysed the need for the child to be
separated from adults and trained for adult life. The specific ~onception of the progress
from childhood, to youth, to adulthood, that we have is socially and culturally
constructed. It is linkf;d to the rise of the modem family, and government through the
family- particularly the working-class family (Donzelot, 1979, pp. 46-7). The question,
then, is not about the nature of youth, but rather the role of youth in the social and

cultural.

I have tried to compare various discourses on youth across a wide spectrum of history,
specifically Western history, with a piece of social criticism from present day Singapore
to make the point that the '·natural"' attributes that are assumed of youth are weighed
down by concerns of class, education, discipline, and other sorial relationships. The
category "youth"' is more ideological and hegemonic than biological: and the concerns

we articulate today arguably continue to assert the middle class social nonns from
which lhis category was created.
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Clarke, Hall, Jefferson and Roberts ( 1976, p. 17) argue that a thread of historical
continuity runs though analyses of youth culture fonnations. They cite Roberts' (1971)
description of an Edwardian youth in the classic slum to be just as relevant to youth

cultures in post~war Britain. And I would add that those same comment~ can also be
applied (to some extent) to Singaporean youth, Asian youth, or simply youth, in the
1990s. In particular, concern over the relationship between youth and new popular
media constantly draws on the recurring assumptions of youthful vulnerability and the
anarchic, anti~social forces of Victorian '·penny dreadfuls", to "horror comics" of the
1950s, to "'video nasties.. of the

1980~.

to computer games in the 1990s (Buckingham,

1993b, p. 4 ). Not only do these anxieties have a long history, but they recur across a
\\ide spectmm of political and moral beliefs. They are commonsense assumptions that
adults, whether as parents, educators, social workers, or censors, constantly utilise in
everyday decisions and arguments. It would be easy to simply explain pager use among
youth with such commonsense arguments as: Singaporean youth are aping their
American counterparts: the product and advertising seduces their consumerist, fashion
conscious desires: they are too young to be discriminating; or it is an effective way for
parents to monitor their children's whereabouts. Why do these assumptions sustain such
positivity over time and space?
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As Buckingham ( 1993b, p. 4) points out: "to define young people as merely vulnerable
and credulous thus represents a forceful legitimation of adult power and control". In
looking at the discourses of youth and their relationships with discourses of technology,
I am analysing the discourses that intersect and encircle the promotion of pagers, and
pager use, in relation to the context of Singapore. However, these discourses are
reiterated in other social and cultural contexts as well: the issue of power and control

has implications for all societies in one way or another. I am questioning how adult
cultures understand youth and position this mass in relation to social mechanisms.
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The pager: Business tool 9 fashion accessory?
In the introduction I pointed out that the pager market seems to be segmented into
business person/professional and trendy youth. One category blurs into the other; but a

comparison of advenisements shows distinct differences in the way each is constructed.

In the past, pagers were considered as solely the tools of business people, doctors or
social workers; professionals characterised as needing to keep in touch to maintain
control (refer to figures 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4). The pager purported to enable them to
trans~.":end

national boundaries, increase efficiency, and monitor information. The Memo

Express Skypager (figure 3.2) claims to .. help you stay on top of things. even when
you're out ofto\\TI··. Also note in figure 3.3, the authoritative businessman's hand. It is
positioned as a personal assistant for the purposes of efficient and increased production.
Therefore the ··pertinent .. information it supplies (refer to figure 3.4) encompasses news
headlines, stock indexes, m~ather forecasts and lottery (sic) results. lts implied users are
constructed as the New Class ofintdlectuals and technical intelligcntsia 1 by utilising
discourses of production, business. and adulthood.

1

By the New Class, I refer to Frow's (1995, p. 90) definition of intellectuals as "all of those whose work is
socially defined as being based upon the possession and e.xercise of knowledge, whether that knowledge be
prestigious or routine, technical or speculative". A professional-managerial middle class
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In contrast, the '·younger generation" is presumably more concerned with hit-music
charts and entertainment news (figure 3.5). The centre of the youth's world is
positioned as marginal to the adult's; the implicit frivolity of leisure and entertainment
against the vital importance of news. Importance is placed on the pager's "wearability.. ;
its choice in colours, its flexibility as an accessory. For instance, Motorola's Bravo
Echo comes with six types or accessories "so you can wear it however you want. And
wherever on your body you wane [(Motorola, n.d.) refer to figure 3.6]. Pre-eminence is
given to wearing the Echo as opposed to its functionality. Its ornamental qualities,
which arc well suited for the purposes of display are highlighted, referring to the m)1h

1

of youth construct~d as irreverent, free, consumerist, and exhibitionistic. Similarly in
the advertisement for Avont pagers (figure 3.7) models are shO\vn wearing the product
as a hairclip, on clothes, around th · trm. The sense of display is diametrically opposed
tc

power and control connoted by the sedate Motorola pager b'Tasped in the

bu~tnessman 's

hand. The Arpeggio pager (tigure 3.8) goes to the

ext~nt

of showing

literally only hips wearing an excessive number of pagers in its advertisements.

1

I am referring to Barthes' ( 1973) use of the term to mean the second-order meaning of the signified: "a
myth. for Barthes. is a culture's way of thinking about something. a way ofconccptualising or
understanding it" (cited in Fiske, 1990, p.88).

l
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Hit-music charts on pagers
HIT-MUSIC cllarts, weather forecasts and entertainment
news will be available readily to those living in Jarkata through their pagers.
Information service provider Tomen Corp and Casio
Computer have just launched a service in Indonesia, targeted at the younger generation, which transmits entertainment information to pagers.
With this selVice, infonnation supplied by a local radio
station is to be transmitted to Casio-brand pagers four times
a day.
Tomeo and Casio aim to boost the latter's pager sales in
Indonesia by providing the service for free, it said. 111e two
companies are also considering U1e launch or the same service in the Philippines, reports AFN -Asia.

Figure 3.5 Press clipping 'lliHnusic charts on pagers" in lhu ,\'lrclits Timus ( 1996)
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Figure 3.6 Brochure for Motorola Bravo Echo (Motorola, n.d.)
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Figure 3.8 Advertisement for Arpeggio pagers (Goldtron, n.d.)
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Hebdige ( 1979) argues that:

by repositioning and recontextualising commodities, by subverting their
conventional uses and inventing new ones, the subcultural stylist give the lie
to what Althusser has called the 'false obviousness of everyday practice'
(Aithusser and Balibar, t 968), and opens up the world of objects to new and
covertly oppositional readings. (p. I 02)

The repositioning and recontextualising of the pager from business tool to stylistic
device can be seen as subcultural in a sense. as it appropriates an object from its

conventional modes of discourse and juxtaposes it in a ''deviant" set of codes and
significations. The categories youth and business person are not significant in
themselves. Rather, it is the implicit boundary between the two as expressed by the
distinct advertising that is of interest. They re\·eal specific assumptions of the nature
and needs of youth, youth being understood as .. not an adult business person'"
characterised as consumers concerned with the look, and with ornamenting the body.
The supposedly new and liberating qualities of the pager, though oppositional to the
..nonnality"' of its use as a business tool, are contlated \Vith the same sphere of capital
production because they are enunciated in the context of advertisements. It is the double
bind of advertising appropriating the codes of subculture .

•
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A simple analysis of a few advertisements cannot claim to encompass the discursive
complexities around the category youth. Youth are not only consumers concerned with

fashion and appearances. However, examination of the bo~ndaries constructed by the
seemingly innocuous strategy of market segmentation, for a little considered

communication technology, draws attention to the complexities and contradictions of
what youth means. It also raises the question of how youth means.

I am not attempting to unmask the fundamental, biological and developmental nature of
youth. Leach ( \976) argues that:
when we draw a social distinction benveen an infant and an adult the
boundary is artificiaL there is no biological point of discontinuity· so \Ve
must make one .... boundaries become dirty by definition and we devote a
great deal of effort to keeping them clean, just so that we can preserve
confidence in our category system. (p. 62)

Therefore, my concern is not \Vith the essential, biological qualities of youth (if they
exist at all), but rather the conceptions of them as categories or boundaries that circulate
within the framework of communication studies; as well as within the wider contexts of
economic, political. cultural and social arguments.
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\Vhy teens aeed pagers: Youth as consumers

According to Market Behaviour (Singapore), 77 percent of teenagers own pagers to
keep in touch v.ith friends; 41 percent for parents to keep track of them; and six percent
due to peer influence ("Eye on lifestyle", 1997). The uses of the pager here,
distinguishes the teenage pager user from their adult counterparts. The most important
reason for owning a pager (to maintain contact with friends) is social and primarily
leisure-oriented. The second reason highlights the aspect of dependence and separation
between parents and teenagers; the pager provides some level of surveillance potential.
The smallest percentage (peer pressure) suggests that a proportion of teenagers are
\Ulr.erable to influence and succumb to the need to conform to group nonns. The needs
of the teenage consumer here are broadly characterised as firstly, consumerist; and
secondly, opportunities for supervised freedom. They are in sharp contrast to the
importance accrued to adult O\\llership of pagers. Singaporean sociologist Chua ( 1996 },
goes to the extent of dismissing teenage pager use as pretentious (figure 3.9):
The truth is, days may go by without anyone paging someone like him and
that, even if he is paged, it is usually for an insignificant reason, unlike the
surgeon being summoned to a patient on a matter of life and death.
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Figure 3.9 Press clipping "Beep beep" in The Straits Times (Chua, 1996)
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The teenager's pager use is taken as an empty appropriation of an adult technology. The
everyday is constructed as insignificant; adult (read legitimate) pager use is meant to be

confined to the significant and the vital. Yet it is the everyday, mundane reminders to
get that bottle of gin or the sending of birthday greetings that pagers are increasingly

used for (refer to figures 3.10, 3.11 & 3.12). Even as this everyday communication is
increasingly sold as the added benefit of adult pager ownership; when it comes to
teenagers, keeping in touch and looking good is sold as its most appealing features. I

believe the Mini call advertisements focus more on the everyday aspect of pager
communication rather than their users' age. And a close look at the kinds of messages
included in the Motorola Jazz advertisement construct an entire lifestyle for its
professional adult user, legitimated by his employment. For the employed adult, leisure
and purchasing power are constructed as well-earned entitlements. For youth, they are
constructed as unnecessary, senseless extravagances.
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KEEPS YO U IN TOUCH
WITHOUT THE RUNNING COSTS '

e
e

e
e

FREE CONNECTION
NO MONTHLY BI LLS
100 LETTERS PER TEXT MESSAGE
NAT IONWIDE CO V ERAGE

WIDE RANGE OF TEXT AND NUMER IC PRODUCTS
AVA ILABLE IN A CHO ICE OF COLOURS

AVAILABLE FROM

£59 .99- £99 .99
FEATURED PRODUCT
HXT EXPRESS RAP £99 99

For further information FreeCall 0500 505 505 a n ytim e.
AVA ILABLE FROM: A RGOS. C URR YS. OIXO N S. JOHN LEWI S PARTNER S HIP,
TAL KLANO, TANOY, THE LIN K, PEOPLES PHONE SHOWRO OM S , ANO
AUTHORI SEO OEA LERS .
' M • •••v•• sent t o the Teat IE11preaa and Alpha Eapreaa era charged to the caller at 3~p
economy rat e , a t ~'P a t all o t her tlmaa. Calla to all other MlniCall prod'-'ct• ara c;;hargad
by t he aacond a t 39p a minute economy rata, 40p at all other Hmea. C• ll• mode ho•~'

payph onaa, mobile phonaa and other natworka era aubjoct to network av.. lta blllty and
prevaolllnu r ates of t h ose nat work a. Uaeta ,;ta ndard batter y laatlny up t o a lit w aeka .

Figure 3.10 Advertisement for Minicall pagers in Daily Star ( 1996)
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KEEPS YOU IN TOUCH
WITHOUT THE RUNNING COSTS"

e

e
e
e

FREE CONNECTION
NO MONTHLY BILLS
100 LETTERS PER TEXT MESSAGE
NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

W IDE RANGE OF TEXT AND NUMERIC PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE IN A CHO ICE O F COLOURS
For further information FreeCall 0500 50:5 505 anytime.
A VAILABLE FROM : ARGO S, CURRY$, DIXONS• .JOHN LEWIS PA R TNER SHIP, T ALKLANO,
TA NDY. TH E L I NK, PEOPLES PHONE SHOWROOMS , AND AUTHORI SED D EALERS
'M•Ingn lint II the T1111 bp1N1 lnd A/pka

en eU••• t im••· C••• t •

f.a,_.,... 101 cheoaed t.a lhl c e . .l . , lS~ H

OoiWiftY tile 11 , ,.. oil

all.,.._ M lroKd ,....,...,, . ••• ch••••d loy t na ••••nd ., s-... '""'.. ' '

_

,...,.., ••••· ••,.

II I ll 1 \riiO 11,.11 . C•ll• ....... h oM pe'f'phonee, rn v lolle jOhl .,l l end I UIII net w e oll.e are 1 1011111 11 n 1 tw . . lt.

l¥111eb1Hty e nd poevemno ••••• o lthou net ... o l h . U• • • ,._..,,,.,d lf•ti••Y lo•llnlil wp t• 111 ""' ' "'

Figure 3.11 Advertisement for MinicaB pagers in Daily Star (1996)
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A ctu a l si ze

Introducing MemoJazz ™, t h e new FL EX ™ pager from Motorola, that lets you
know what 's going down r ight aw ay. N o t half a li.fetime later. It can store up to
20 messages. Motorola MemoJazz ™. Motorola ' s smallest, -smartest pager.

®MOTOROLA -

FLEX
<8. Motorola, FLEX. FLEX logo, MemoJou end

"What you never thought possible "
are registered tredemerke of Motorola, Inc. ~1997 Mot orola, Inc.

\.C)

PAGERS

W hat you never thought

possible.~

Authorised Dist ribu t ors: Amcell. 911 Bukit Tomah Road, Singapore 589622. Te1 :4601712. Telepage. 2 Kallang Pudding Road, #08-10 M actech Industrial Bl dg, Singapor e 349307.
Tel: 7486 ~08 . Tel eshop. 1 Serangoon North Avenue 5, Si ngapore 554915. Tel:4818181. The Wywy Shop. Wywy Industrial Bldg, 12 Hoy Fan Road. Singapore 159506. Tel: 4721388.
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The youth consumer has attained such status that youth consultants, who claim to know
what youth want, can confidently proclaim that:
people under 25 feel disenfranchised by politics, but empowered by
consumer choice. They are more sussed, more ad literate, marketing literate,
they know more about brands, they have more infonnation. Today's teens
are well versed in participating in the commercial world. Probably their
only area of power is as a consumer (Ratcliff in Benson & Annstrong, 1994,
p. 56)

A specific profile of youth emerges, primarily preoccupied with consumption as

opposed to production, more powerless than powerfut and seeking freedom and
individuality through the acquisition of objects. A re-examination of the advertisements
in the previous section shows a broad segmentation of the pager market into adult
productive persons and non-adult consumerist

persons~

the former utilising the pager for

maintaining business relations, the latter for familial and social relations. Following this
marketing rationale. youth are distinguished from the chaos of the potential
marketplace. Yet this rationale is far from new (Murdock & McCron, 1976):
The well publicised rise of the ·youth culture' rooted in the leisure styles
sponsored by the burgeoning youth-oriented entertainment industry
epitomised this shift perfectly .... post war youth, the inheritors of
affluence, therefore appeared as the vanguard of the coming 'society of
leisure', in whose wake marched the ·new· working class with their
television sets and bottles of Beaujolais. (p. 197)
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Like post war British youth of the 1940s, Singaporean youth of the 1990s, along with
their counterparts across the world, are fuelling a consumer revolution with "youth
culture" as its raison d'etre, or so the marketers would have it: "aggressive global
marketing and modem telecommunications has meant that 200 million teenagers from
Europe, Latin America and the Pacific Rim are snapping up the same Levi'sjeans and
Nike trainers as their American counterparts"' (Tan, 1994, p. 18). The idea of youth as

'·inheritors of affluence·· is perhaps particularly resonant in the grmving economies of
the \\'Ofld as:

harried couples busy earning their double incomes are rJJore than happy to
assuage their guilt by spending in dollars what they can't spare in hours ....
1hey try to compensate by splashing out on expe:1sive gifts or treats for their
children. (Tan, 1994, p. 19)

Only instead of television sets and bottles of Beaujolais, we are more likely to think in
tt:nns of computers and cappuccinos.

Whilst teenage consumers are seen as a lucrative market, they also tend to be
characterised as reckless spenders (see figure 3.13). Implicit in the marketer's dream is
the teenager's status as apprentice adult; meaning that the assumption is that they are
incapable of regulating their spending and are easily seduced by advertising, fashion
trends and brand consciousness. The headline "Teens give in to 'buy, buy, buy'
temptations" leaves nothing to the imagination. This is particularly true of the
commentary on youth in Singapore and other parts of Asia. A recent article in Asia
AlaJ!,a::ine ("Icons of our time", 1996) describes Asian youths' tastes in fashion as:

A telling statement, perhaps, that haute couture in Asia is more a mass
culture, cultivated by glossy advertising and glamorous window displays
as opposed to an appreciation of cutting-edge innovation. (p. 10)
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Like the pager-toting, mobile phone-using Cher (Alicia Sil\'erstone) in the 1995 movie
..Clueless" (figure 3. 14 ). or the designer Walkman-wearing young woman in the Sony
advertisement (figure 3.15), the appeal is to the imagined superficiality of teenage
needs. Notice that in both advertisements the focal young woman wears red, si,gnifying
impetuousness, passion: generally ··natural"". almost animalistic, qualities. Contrast this
tll the \voman in tigure 3.16. Though still relatively young, she is not categorically a

youth. Her conservative suit, confident eye contact and challenging ··who say·s

rm

hard to getT' suggests a more restrained. schooled (if you like. civilised) posture. Taken
to the extreme, the binary popular versus high culture, youth \'ersus adult culture can be
constructed: where youth are taken as inauthentic and lacking in taste. This can be
likened to the elitist approaches of the ··culture and civilisation .. tradition (Turner. 1990,
pp. 42-3) led by l\tatthew Arnold and F.R. Lea vis. Like the undiscerning consumers of
mass culture, our ,·outh need to be cultivated and saved.
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ireens give in to 'buy, buy, buy' temptations

:±:-.
.....

.
Eddie Chng nevAnd while designer clothes were a t
up to be a the lop of the list of items teenagers
we re saving up for, the brand thut both
. , ,
l! ' Then again, the pol,yteehnie student . sexes spent most on was the muderule·
~Qes o10t intend to stay in Ulis Une of work ly-priced Giordano cosualwear.
Fave brands or today's teens
long. Like many teenagers his age,
Some 36.9 per cent of those interthiS.weekend job is JUSt a way of earning viewed said they bought clothes from
cash to support his lifestyle, one he Giordano, while Guess? (15.7 per cent>
oeonsiders "a little extravagant".
and Levi's (8.6 per cent) were the other·
His monthly salary of $400 and anal- preferred labels to sport.
At least one-third of the respondents
::UUvance of $300 from his parents pay
•for; his eat-out sessions at fast-food said they purchased casual clothes at
,:joints and food courts, going to the least once a month, spending an aver:lnuVies and playing arcade games ev- .'· age of $52 per item.
"tl"Y weekend. By the end of t~e month,
Overall, the teens interviewed said
>he usually has "very little left", meag, they spent an average of 32 per cent of
::lb.c ·"either no money or about $100". · therr allowance on food, 16 per cent on
"'"7 ' .:'Yes, I think I spend too much, but entertainment, 15 per cent on shopping
~ I' m used to earning a lot, so I might as
and 12 per cent on public transport.
well spend because there's nothing fo r
Only one out of five said he visited
me to save for," he says with a grin.
discos ·or karaoke lounges regularly.
- He adds that, at leas t, he does not These party-animals said they went out
11uy branded outfits.
.
three limes a month. The others stayed
Chng, then, is not one of those ex- ;.way from such places.
Sociologist Dr Chua Beng Huat
travagant teenagers, dressed In Versace or Dolce & Gobbana, frequenting says: "There is a common view that
expensive nightspots - the stereotype teena~ers are financially il'responsible,
but thrs survey proves that all the hype
.,()lat scandalises older Singaporeans.
· · And according to a recent survey, of them being big spenders, especially
Teenagers Lifestyle and Expenditure on designer clothes, is merely hype."
1995, Chng's more moderate spending
habits are rrubably more typical of the
Spending habits
111l\iority o Singaporean teenagers today.
AS LEVEL-HEADED as they might
to be, tee nagers themselves do
.:Pragmatic about clothes appear
Discos '·
admit that while they might nut splurge
on designer goods, they do find other
SAYSsociologistDrThomasTanofMar- ways to burn n hole in their pockets.
'!'he majority of the 30 teenagers
ket Llehaviour: "While U1ere is a small
group which favours branded goods, the ' that Life! spoke ,to fell t hat they did
ll)ajority are quite normal teenagers.
te nd to spend recklessly a nd admitted
·.. w ha t we found was that teenagers to feeling guilty about their spending
are generally a level-headed, pragmal- habits.
AIU10ugh she knows she should be
ic group, knowing what' cons titutes
quality and value for money."
saving up for her· polytechnic educa'l'he findings were based on lion, 17-year-old Evelyn Um says she s pend and I can't do anyUring about it.
face-to-face interviews with 600 teenag- s pends most of her $700 salary as a
like a voice in my head telling
ers between th e ages of 15 and 19 con· temporary clerk on things she does not me"It's
'you must buy ... you must buy'."
.
.
dueled from June to August last year. really need.
Many Singaporean teenagers are
Teenagers in this age group ma ke ur.
"It's difficult for me to save but my
l'-21,412, or 7 per cent of the three ml - money disappears very fast because I lucky in that most parents seem on hand
to
give
Uwm exlra money when Urey ask.
Jton population here.
like to eat out, buy compact discs and
t1 :~'rom the survey;~ teens do indeed : clothes a nd bags from Esprit, Guess? But about 4 per· cent in the survey said
they had small "loans", mostly from
4ijlpear to be quite pragma tic when it a nd D & G," s he says.
frie nds, then family and employers.
~mes to s pe nding their time and mon- .
"So sometimes, I try to make myself
According to the survey, the averty:
,
feel better by spending so~ne of my sal- -The three most popular leisure ac· ory on my parents by taking them out age amount of weekly pocket money re·
t!Vltles a mong teenagers were watch- . to Ponderosa for a treat.'l . · ·, ·' .··· ceived was about. $44.I
JDe television (87 per cent), l!sten!ng to
l)til_l, many_fincj ways to justify their
•he radio (77.4 per cent> and hstemng to spendmg halll\s.-1,,
.
· The haves and
Tec'ords/cassetle lopes/compact discs
"The re are so many temptations
the have-nots : 1 ,,. .
:l.%4.'3 pe r cent).
·
around so it's quite na tural to want to
- :_T he top U1ree items U1at they spent sp~nd money," says student Lu Wa n
:nieir money on were casual clothes (86.9 Shrh, 15.
·
ftATHEll than rely on par·ents, or
~r cent>, stationery (65.7 per cent> wrd
Her classmate Catherine Yeo, 16, loans, many teens take on part-lime
~~rds,ltapes/CDs (61.7 per cent>.
says quite malte r-of-faclly: " I like to work to cam extra cash.
~J!;JGHTEEN-year-old

~ thought he would grow
~1oe salesman one day.

owr
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1 Girls
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. Doc Martens ~?'Yo •.'1. Eveo best 22% • -.,
Nlke 19%
•
' 2. Hush Puppies 13•"3. Hush Pu~pl~a 17~·. 3. Esprll 12'>'•!' ~~:
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In a 1994 Labour Force Survey, ISto 19-year-olds made up 7.8 per cenl of
the 45,700 part-lime worke rs in Singapore.
·
.
The Markel Behaviour survey found
that 49 per · cent of teenagers d id
part-time work during school holidays,
while only 17 pe r cent did so dur ing
term time.
Those who worked during school
holidays earned a n average of $UOO,
while those who worked d uring the
schooltem1 p1ade an ave rage of about
$1,103.
Dr Prem Shamdosuni, a senior lecturer on retail m3nagement at the National University of Singapore, categorises leenagers who do part-lime work

as 11 lhe have-nots".

Figure 3.13 Press clipping "Teens give in to 'buy, buy, buy' temptations·· from The

Straits Times (1996)
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gaporean teens belong to this group,
while 30 per cent belong to what he

calls, "U1e haves".
While "the haves'' have rich pa rents
who can s upport their extravagant lifestyles, the " have-nots" ore the ones
who have to work to buy their own
clothes and other luxuries.
"These are the smart shoppers because while they are spending, they are
also working hard for their money," he
says.
According to h im, middle-of-theroad brands like Guess'? and Pepe, cap·
lure the broader teen segment of
"have-nots", beca use they a re branded
and also affordable.
·
While 40 pe r cent of those surveyed
were saving up to buy designe r clothes,
computer systems and a car, 60 per

cent of the tee nagers said they were
not saving up towards a particular pur·
chase.
"There is nothing that we can e ve n
begin to save for, like a car, because ev·
e rylhing is too expensive and we don't
get much allowance," says student
Marcus Tang, 17, who_ receives ~
monthly allowance of $500. "So whatev·
er money I get, I spend."
·And while designer clothes may be
al the lop of the savings agenda for 21
per cent of the teens In the survey,
most said they cost too much to save up
for and were not practical.
The reason why m any teens wear
designer clothes is, as 17-year-old Mi·
chael Ta ng says, that they "boost their
self esteem, and also so that people will
envy them" , even if the price tags a re
way out of their league.
Although she now wea rs Future
State clothes by designer Juil Leng,
Stephanie Teo, 16, says that she has
spent as much as $4,000 in the past on
des igner clothes and accessories by
Maschino, D & G and MCM. Her par·
ents, who run their own construction
business, paid for her expensive ward·
robe.
But a previous holiday job as a s ales
promoter made her realise that money
IS not easy to come by.
" I work one whole month, and get so
little, and then I spend all on just one
pair of $300 jeans ... it really gives me
heart pain." She now helps out at her
paren ts' offi ce as a means of paying
them back and has started savmg for
university.
Parents who give the money also
complain about thei r childre n's overspending, it seems.
" When my pa rents complain, which
is quite often, I just keep quiet," says
s tudent Goh Kiah Ling, 15. "Bull feel
that life has chanlled from when they
were young and lhmgs are much more
expensive now so you can't help but to
spend money."
Mos t of her $100 monthly allowance
is spent on clothes, stationery and teddy bea rs.
Mrs Lynda Chong, section head of
retail management at 'l'emasek Poly·
technic, agrees.
"The fact that most of them have
pa rt-time jobs and a pager shows that
they are on the go and enjoying avery
sociable life," she says.
·
"Spending is part of their lifestyle
and I think that if adults didn't have as
many responsibilities, like cars, house
and kids, they too would probably be
spending on the same things too." .
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~e2\. Clothes. Popularity.

Is fhere A ProMern
/1ere?

Opens Brisbane September 14, everywhere else September 21 ... or whatever!

Figure 3.14 Advertisement for ..Clueless" in Cosmopolitan (1995)
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Figure 3. 15 Advertisement for Sony YPPY Walkman in EightDays ( 1997)
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If you're thinking of buying a pager, there's never been a better t1me. That's because from now till29 February,
you'll enjoy 2 months' free subscription in our Ladies' Pag1ng Promotion. What's more, it's available at all pager
1ealers for any numeric pager model. But remember, this offer is only for ladies.
With a pager, you're only hard to get if you choose so.

•

)

C/.• A....,..,,
PageLink
.,.s~......... G<...,

Figure 3.16 PageLink advertisement in The Straits Times ( 1996)
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Chapter Four

Whilst the idea of culture as only high culture -high art, great literature- may be
intellectually passe in the fields of communication studies or cultural studies, the idea
of culture as the active cultivation of the mind to discriminate and criticise (therefore
placing relative value between for example literature and popular fiction) continues to
be the basis of social arguments and policies. The Lcavisite conception of pedagogy,
\vhere "English Literature can be trans fanned into a vital resource in the struggle to free
the minds of i.he young from the pernicious influence of both popular fiction and
commercial advertising"" (Milner, 1991, p. 31) continues to be the cornerstone of the

assumption that youth need to be watched mer, cultivated and educated against
negative influences.

In this chapter, I suggest that the sebrmentation of a youth pager market; the marketing
rationalisation of the youth-technolot.'Y relationship; and the adoption ot: and demand
for, the pager among youth in Singapore; link \Vith discourses of deviancy and lack of
education/culture. Seen in the context of Asia. the categorisation of youth as
delinquents bears oYert concerns over Asian cultural identity. By raising the issue of
culture and identity, I want to make the point that the youth-pager relationship does not
exist in bounded isolation; nor does it simply exist in relation to a culture.

I
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In trying to study the pager as a social artefact, a network of discourses, I hope to raise
consciousness of the Jerrain of pmver that contextualises our processes of
understanding; their inte~ration with cultural structures, as the negotiation of meaning

within and between cultures. Meaning does not lie in the object itself, nor in the text,

nor in the sign: it is in the interaction of multiple discourses and systems 1 • Therefore
\Vhen l speak of culture, it is far more complex than simply a way of life that occurs

\\ithin the geographical boundaries of Singapore; nor is it a monolithic, prescribed set
ofrules(Wil\iams, 1989):
a culture is common meanings, the product of a whole people, and offered
individual meanings, the product of a man·s whole committed personal and
social experience. It is stupid and arrogant to suppose that any of these
meanings can in any way be prescribed~ they are made by living, made and
remade, in ways we cannot know in advance. (p. 8)

It is not solely a maner of society affecting man nor man affecting society. Cultures are
relational and are difficult to confine: they are modified by, as much as they modify, the
elements they connect. Until we can transcend the notion of bounded texts, individuals
and societies or cultures, we can only continue to spin ourselves into an unseeing web.

1

See Williams ( 1'181) ( 'ulturf!, Chapter 8: Organisation.
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Asian youtb
Asian youth, in particular, are even more susceptible to the discourses of moral and
social crises that plague the condition of adolescence. Figures 4.1 and 4.3 are press
clippings on the Malaysian government's interest in "the trend of Malaysian youth
aping the punk culture of the West" ('·Punks and skinheads", 1997). Asian youth are
positioned as vulnerable to the characteristically negative influences of the West. In the
tirst instance, both '"deviants" interviewed were specifically identitied as students

studying in Australia. Where there already exists a discourse of crisis perceived as
Western culture encroaching upon .. good Asian values" (see figure 4.1), youth are
positioned as the weakest link in the tight agamst Western decadence. In ;'Danger in the

.

airwavs" (1995) Mala\'sian
Infonnation Minister Datuk Mohamed Rahmat utilises
.
many of the discourses of media crisis used in Asia to rationalise control over growing
infonnation flow. Nations like Malaysia and Singapore have used the media imperialist
argument to legitimise their discourses of Asianness. The Malaysian minister links ·'the
moral decay of our youth"' directly to the content of media texts as a self~evident truth;
joining the regional war against violence, horror, sex, and

counter~e-u lture.

The need to

discipline impressionable young Malaysians not only legitimises the policing of youth,
but the policing of the media as well. As sh0\\11 in the subsequent article "Students with
punk hairstyles face expulsion·· ( 1997) [figure 4.3], the family institution and its values
are also drawn in to combat this moral decay of youth.
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We are not doing anything wrong. We are just different.'

and skinheads still
out in force in downtown KL
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By Brendan Pereira
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in Kuala Lumpur
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THEY are under the scrutiny of the authorities,
but the punks and skinheads of Kuala Lumpur
are unfazed.
They continued hanging out in shopping
malls in Damansara and the city centre over the
weekend. A spokesman for a discotheque in Damansara which imposes a cover charge of M$17
(S$9.70) and plays only punk music said yesterday that it had a packed house on Saturday
night.
A group of 20 youths with greased-up hair sat
around in the atrium of Lot 10, a shopping centre
along Jalan Bukit Bintang on Saturday evening.
A 21-year-old, sporting red-and-green hair,
said: "Now we will be treated as outcasts. That is
the problem in Malaysia. People are labelled
without having a chance to defend themselves.
"We are not doing anything wrong. We are
just different."
Only wanting to be known as Ali, a business
s tudent in Australia, he said that he and his
friends expected to be stopped and checked by
police more often, now that the Government had
taken an interest in the trend of Malaysian youth
apeing the punk culture of the West.

'Now we will be treated as
outcasts. 'lbat is the problem
in Malaysia. People are
labelled without having a
chance to defend themselves.'
- A 21-yeal"--ld with red and
green hair.
Last week, Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir Mohamad slammed these youths for
copying this culture, saying that he could not understand why they would want to gel their hair
and look stupid. Young Malaysians, he said,
should have discipline and not ape the West
blindly.
Following his statement, a number of politicians also voiced their concern over the trend.
Umno Youth chief Datuk Zahid Hamidi for instance, called on the police to pick up those who
frequented discos and send them for urine tests.
A check showed that most of the punks come
from middle-income families and are studyin~ or

have studied abroad. They spend between M$30
and M$50 at the hairdressers to get their hair to
stick up straight. Resembling cones, these hairstyles keep for two days.
Skinheads, on the other hand, are bald.
But both punks and skinheads don leather
jackets, baggy trousers and wear earrings or
nose rings.
Adnan, 21, also a student in Australia, says
that he and his friends gather at shopping centres to discuss music and other developments in
the punk world.
"We do not like anything that is normal. That
is why we are like this, " he said, pointing to his
.
friends at Lot 10.
He said most of the punks hailed from Klang
Valley. However, the trend was catching on in
Johor and Penang. On weekends, those from
outside KL would make the trip to the city to
meet their friends.
While the skinheads and punks insist that
they are all for clean fun, the authorities are not
convinced.
Most of these youth consume alcohol freely.
A number are also drug addicts. In a matter of
time, the drug problem and criminal activities
among this group will get out of control, say the
polic~. Fights at discos frequented by the skinheads are also common.
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Danger in the airwaves
It will be open skies in Malaysia ne:rt year when it lifts an age-old ban on primte satellite dishes. But rule out
an open field for sex and violence. .l!alaysia 's Information Minister explains why in an exclusive interview

NO to:
• Violence
• Horror
• Sex
• Counterculture

YES to:
• Local
productions
• Programmes
promoting
Bahasa Malaysia
00

0
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i\·! ALAYSL.!u'i L-,formation :'v!!ni~ter Dar·~;;,
'1V'SHOWS RAlNING "fROM THE SKY - :V!oharned Rahmat is disenchanted.
Showbusiness bigshots are taking liberties
Datuk Mohamed Rahmat said t he ban
with what they show, and some artistes are • on private satellite dishes was about to go.
behaving badly.
"By next year. som e :-.ialaysians will
"As a result, we s ee a moral decay of our
haYe a choice of more t han 30 TV chanvouth." he said in a no-holds-barred int ernel>. including five cable channels and four
~ew at his penthouse office in Angkasapuri
t errestrial channels:· be said.
in Kuala Lumpur last month.
The government will still control what is
"Society is beginning t o lose sight of our
to be shown. All foreign channels beaming
traditional norms and values.
to :\!alaysia will be handled by a single
"This won't do.
go.-ernment -monitored satelli t e. Ne:oct
" We have to retrun our identitY. And our
April. Malaysia's flTSt communications satidentitv is reflected in our culture."
ellite. Measat-1. will begin transmitting to
Early this year. he issued a :-lo-\ 11SC po:ihouseholds that have satellite dishes.
cy - no violence. horror, sex. counter-<ultul'€
Launched by French-based Arianespace
- on anything seen as harmful t o :\!alaysia·~
this month. Measat-1 will be the sole
political. social and religious values.
transmitter for t he ~hole of :'v!alaysia.
The ~o -VHSC policy "·ill apply to s;telE: e
It is owned by a private communications
TV tsee report at rig!1t.L...-----,c---:-r company. Binariang.
"""l1i'eminister srud:-nwe cannot allow total1
"Its programmes need n ot go through
freedom on entertainment.
t he censorship board. but Binariang is
"There has to be some control sC'me<<herf.
aware of the guidelines ... the m inister said.
"Othe rwise. there will come a rime whe:J
the situati on ·s uncontrollable. dangerot.:;
even.
"'hen t here was a more discerning audien~~·
''Some may say we are denying their rights. Jdding: "Eventually. we ~ant to develop a
"But by showing too much ,;olence. we':e iind of self-defence mechani~-- he said.
"'Wbate\'er's goOd. v.·e accept. but t he negacreating a violent society.
"If we promote freed om in sex. the ;pread :ive t-alues, we have to reject ...
He cited Singapore. -Japan and South Korea
of Aids is the result.
''o ence to as good examples of Asian countries that
ow some m ovtes reso
show violence is bad. If the message is crime have managed to achieve a balance between
does not pay, how do you convince viewers :I economic and cultural progress.
you don't show violence?
"llie other countries in Asia, we are devel"I agree - but to me, gory scenes are out. c-ping well, there's progress and prosperity.
At
the same time, we are able to maintajn a
"As for provocative scenes, if kissing is not
allowed at all, our censors would ha.-e a diffi- s:.rong and stable government," he said.
cult time."
~.But this can ~ jeopau!i~ unless we p~
He said controls would be relaxed later ;ect and retain our good Asian values."

Prime-time

lockout
!\'EXT month. a rating system and viewers· guide will
be implemented to keep sex
and tiolence out of primetime T\'.
"Som e broadcasters just
lump p rogrammes with
VHSC elements. altho ugh
not extreme. in t he pr imetime slots. Child ren. adults
and elders can all watch,' '
Datuk :\!ohamed said.
"This is harmful.··
There v.ill be tv.•o ratings:
"F' for um um (general) and
''18" for adult ,;ewing.
"l " ' programmes. without
violence. horror, sex or
counter- cou nte r elements,
v.-ill be shown from 7.30 pm
to 10 pm. "1 8" shows wit h
one or more of these e lements, though not extreme,
will be shown after 10 pm.
The minister said: "The
rule that requires all programmes t o be screened by
our censorship board stays.
:'vio,-ies will remain under the
puT'\;ew of the H ome Affairs
1\.finistry. Soon, we'll require
t he same rating for cinemas,
'ideo and laser discs."

-

' Some mav
accuse us
not bein~r
democratic.
that we're
denying
t hem of their
rights. We're
prot ecting
the general
public. Th i~
is not a
question of
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-
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Students with
punk hairstyles
face expulsion
PETALING JAYA - Stucapital, but did not give figdents with punk hairstyles
ures.
will not be allowed to remain
Datuk Najib said that it
was not fair to point the finin school, Education Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun
ger at his ministry or the
government alone for this
Razak said on Monday.
problem. "Let us instead exHe said Director-General
of Education Tan Sri Dr
amine the strength of our
Wan Zahid Mohd Nordin had been directed family institution and its values.
"If parents take an interest in their chilto investigate the trend, which is said to be
dren's activities and lifestyle, I am sure we
spreading among schoolchildren.
Students sporting outlandish hairstyles can keep things under control," he said.
would be asked to chan&e them if they
He added that even the United States and
wished to continue with their studies, he ad- Britain were attempting to reinforce the
family unit.
ded.
"We will look out for the Mohican or TroOn the single-session system to be introjan look ... such hairstyles are out," he said duced on a trial basis in June among selectm an interview over TV3's Malaysia Hari Ini ed schools, Datuk Najib said the extended
programme which was reported by The Star. school hours would also incorporate extraPrime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir curricular activities, sports and religious
Mohamad last week spoke out against punk classes.
culture and other negative Western trends
He said· his ministry would implement a
adopted by youths.
flexi-timetable for the teachers involved.
His comments followed reports that
He added that teachers would have to put
youths from Malay middle-income families ·in 5 '12 hours of teaching daily.
were joinin~ punk and skinhead groups.
He also said his ministry planned to re"Where IS the beauty in putting glue on place wooden school chairs and tables with
beautiful hair?" he asked.
plastic ones, adding that the supply of furniUtusan Malaysia said in a special report ture to schools was contracted to a firm unthat there were several such groups in the der Permodalan Nasional Bhd.

'Family can
help control
situation'

Figure 4.3 Press clipping .. Students with punk hairstyles face expulsion" in l he )trails

Times ( 1997)
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The Asian teenager's "seeming capitulation to Western culture" (Lee, 1995, p. 11) is a
constant \Vorry of Asian adults. Today·s generation of Asian youth are considered one
of the first to fully experience the double exposure of East and West. Read in relation to
Yao's ( 1994) argument that the ambivalence of Southeast Asian attitudes to the West is
expressive of issues about culture and cultural identity (in particular the making of the
West as Other); then one can see how protection and disciplining of Asian youth easily

corroborates broader concerns of Western encroachment. Youth, in this context
becomes the site of discursive contention between East and West; a method of asserting
what is essentially East by identifying itself as non-West (Yao, 1994):
The Asian discourse of mass media is one of the attempts to resist the
impact orv.:estemisation on the social, cultural and political life in the nonWest. Our perception of the West may be a mere product of our
imagination, it is no less real in so far that it helps us to formulate an
understanding of the world, and to build a foundation to resist the forces of
Westemisation .... by transforming the stranger into an enemy, we can at
least remake the West as a space in which we find sanctuary from our
uncertainties. {p. --l-8)

Youth consumerism, youth fashion is coded as Asian youth having fallen prey to
Western decadence. Once again, such discursively deviant youth are identified by the
clothes they \Vear and the objects they carry about themselves. Similarly, in a survey
conducted by the Singapore Council of Social Service (SCSS) in 1990, trendy youth
were identif!,.Cd by:
their garish and quite often outlandish attire. Some were clearly '·punkish"
in appearance \\ith colour~d hairdos and costumejewelleries [sic]. Others
are garbed in fashionable outfits and less conspicuous. (p. 17)
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These youth were categorised as vulnerable to negative social influences and petty
crime as they spent their time hanging around street comers, in fast-food restaurants, in
shopping centres or about the neighbourhood. Furthennore, the SCSS ( 1990) claimed

that
less than a decade ago, most wayward teenagers committed nothing more
serious than stealing bicycles, petty theft and shoplifting. Now children as
young as eight are being arrested for trying to set fires, sex crimes,
vandalism, extortion, and even murder. (p. 2)

Based on this scandalous argument, expressions of youth behaviour such as punk rock
cultures, motorcycle gangs, and large gatherings of young people dressed in "outlandish
attire'' in shopping complexes, were presumed to be cause for concern and studies were
established. Whilst \\ithin the binaries of East and West, the appropriation of Western
youth sub-cultures may be considered an

ero~ion

of Asian values; the overarching

values that legitimise the surveillance, categorisation and disciplining of youth are not
themselves distinctly Asian. As long ago as 1960 Aries identified these values in a
European context:
The new society, on the contrary, provided each way of life with a confined
space in which it \'\'as understood that the dominant features should be
respected, and that each person had to resemble a conventional model, an
ideal type, and never depart from it under pain of excommunication.
The concept oft he family, the concept of class, and perhaps elsewhere the
concept of race, appear as manifestations of the same intolerance towards /
variety, the same insistence on unifonnity. (p. 399)
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The modem Asian family may be more ..Westem"than

\Ve

care to admit. However, this

does not assume a uni-directional power that necf;ssarily produces confonnity or
regularity; conversely, in a system of controls that aspires for unifonnity, deviance is
ever more highlighted. Foucault ( 1977) suggests that:

as power becomes more anonymous and more functional, those on whom it
is exercised tend to be more strongly individualised .... in a system of
discipline, the child is more individualised than the adult ... the madman
and the delinquent more than the normal and the non-delinquent {p. 193)

The systems of power set to define a ~.table Asianness, Mal~ysianness, Singaporcanness,
society, or culture~ necessarily construct a discursive Other, an identifiable '·not us",
against which the desired "normality" may be given meaning and legitimacy.

Similarly, the deviancy juxtaposed upon Asian youth articulates the ambivalence of
their respective adult cultures towards modernity. The intrication of youth into this
technology of po\vcr is an attempt to sieve through Western technical knowledge as a
positive marker of modernity; yet reducing Western values- cultural knowledge- to
characteristically negative, decadent and erosive influences of sex, violence, and
delinquency. Asian cultures negotiate the contradiction between accepting Western
capital, technology and expertise, whilst seeking to maintain a clearly Asian identity, by
constructing the West as an evil, moral Other. Youth, being the weakest link in this
tight against Western "decadence··, serve as the body from which these fears are
exorcised.

It is necessary to take this dichotomy of East and West into consideration in order to
understand the scope of discursive potential the category of youth has in this context.
The tussle of meaning between the commercial conceptions of youth and the
dominantly ideological conceptions of youth may appear contradictory; and even totally
unrelated. What do issues of culture and cultural identity have to do with pagers? This
network of discourses do intersect to take fonn as a condition of reality for the
statements made about youth and about pagers; the a priori of a history of things
already said

1

2

.

Foucault ( 1972) defines this a priori as the group of rules that characterise a discursive practice:
these rules arc not imposed from the outside on the elements that they relate together; they
arc caught up in the very things that they connect. (p. 127)

1
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Youth as delinquents
Whilst governments and social rigencics take the outward appearance of youth as a trm:

-guide to their stak of mind and fedinu;- marketers assume that .vouth's natural desire for
freedom will lead them to consumption. Yet ironically, it is at the heart of consumption,
the shopping centre or mall, that the youth is least welcome. Singapore Council of
Social Sen· ice ( SCSS) survey of youths who frequented popular shopping areas in
Smgapore categorised these youth as "unattached... The report explains ( SCSS, 1990 ):
in the Singaporean context it means that they do not belong to any
Residents' Committees, Community Centres, religious groups or other
youth agencies. With a lot of time on their hands, they hang around in the
streets. fast-fOod joints or in the neighbourhood. This makes them
vulnerable to negative social influences and petty crimes [sic]. Some of
them may get inYolved in shoplifting, vandalism, gang-fights, glue sniffing,
etc. (p. I)

Similarly, at The i\'fall of America in Bloomington, Minnesota there is a six p.m. curfew

for unchaperoned persons under 16 years of age. In an article about the initiation of the
Mighty Mums programme (refer to figure 4.4) it claims that •·the mall used to have a lot
of kids using bad language, running or harassing visitors and now it's do\\TI to a bare
minimum" {"Mum ·s the word", 1996). Throushout the article, the implication is that
youth are not exactly legitimate visitors, unlike their adult counterparts. They are unruly
and need to be kept in check; they cannot be trusted to behave according to
predominant social nonns.
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Underlying both the Singaporean research and the Mighty Mums programme is the
prevailing notion of docility aiming ..to be able at each moment to supervise the
conduct of each individual, to assess it, to judge it, to calculate its qualities or merits"
(Foucault, 1977, p. 143). Youth is constructed as a stage of preparation and training, a
legitimised site for government. As with the historical alliance of the doctor and the
educator \Vith the mother to institute health care and education in the modem family
(Donzelot, 1979, p. 9-1-); the mother has been literally orchestrated into this mechanism
of social surveillance in the context of the mall.

Mum's the
word at
----Y

US mall

LlltSt year, the Mall initiated a Mighty Mums
p-:ogramme to help keep order among youngsters.

M$ BRA DY MADSc-1.,, a
sel!urity Officer, approached
a!oup of five teenagers on
o of her regular Friday
ni ht sweeps inside the Mall
of America in Bloomington,
Minnesota, the country's
largest shopping centre.
With a crispness befitting
her uniform, she asked
them: "Are you all aware of
our parental escort policy?"
Then Ms Madsen. 21, began checking IDs. It was
6.30 pm, half an hour after
the mall's curfew for unchaperoned youngsters under 16.
Then the situation took a
potentially unpleasant turn
in a way that has been repeated countless times in
the four-year-old mall. One
of the young men hurled an
obscenity at the guard and
started to edge away. Shoppers began to stop and
stare.
Then Ms Madsen turned
t()lo her secret weapon: Her
p~rtner, Ms Va-Lesha
Beeks, 2~, who was wearing
a basetiall cap readifig
"Mighty Mums".
Ms Beeks, who has two
children and is eight
months' pregnant with her
third, put her hand on the
young man's shoulder and
shushed him with a finger to
her lips.
He told Ms Beeks that he
had been "harassed by the
cops eight times in recent
weeks because he and his
friends are of Cambodian
descent.
"I promise you that's not
why you were checked and
I'm sorry if we disrespected
you," Ms Beeks said. "We
know you're good kids but
we've got to check everybody because otherwise it
would be discrimination."
The young man nodded
and dug out his driver's licence. He was 19. "Have a
good night," Ms Beeks said,
then chatted with him for a
few minutes about new
movies.
"Sometimes you need
the authority of a security
officer to make things
right," she said when all
was quiet, "and sometimes
you just need a mum."
That wisdom is at the
heart of the Mighty Mums
programme, which was inaugurated by the Mall of
America last spring to help
keep order at the 4.2 million
sq-ft city of 520 stores and a
7-acre amusement park.
Forty million people will
visit the mall this year, and
they make up a cross section of the acquisitive that
ranges from wealthy shopping junketeers flown m
from Switzerland to bus
commuters from Minneapolis, 24.1 km away.
On a Saturday night, the
mall becomes the third-largest population centre in
Minnesota. In the past, as
many as 5,000 of those Saturday night visitors were
unsupervised young people.
Groups of 50 would often
block store entrances or
move en masse through the
hallways.
In 1993, shots were fired
in a dispute over a jacket.
And earlier this year, a gun
wa_s. pointed a t a tourist
caught in the food court in a

chase between groups of
black and Asian teenagers.
One gruesome joke that
arose from the incident was
that the mall should change
its slogan from "Put some
fun in your life" to "Run for
your life".
Then last January, a
group of mothers was recruited from local community-service
agencias,
churches and school groups
to join the mall's 150-member security force on patrol.
The 20 mothers, who receive US$20 (S$21.3) an
hour for five-hour shifts, are
armed only with training in
what they call "verbal judo''.
Cases of actual violence
are handled by uniformed
guards and the Bloomington
police, but the mothers are
especially effective in heading off incidents that can be
defused better with a friendly chat than with with a

Cases of actual
violence are
handled by
uniformed guards
but the mothers
are especially
effective in
heading off
incidents that can
be defused better
with a friendly
chat than with
with a badge
badge. And since September, the Mighty Mums have
been supplemented by 10 fathers, called Dedicated
Dads.
So far, the combination of
the curfew, now two months
old, and parental involvement seems to be working.
"Last year at this time,
there would be 10 kids arrested every weekend night
for fighting, and now we
have none," said Ms Teresa
McFarland, t he mall' s
spokeswoman. The Bloomington Police Department
has cut the\ number of officers on dut~at the mall
from 12 to 6.
"The Migh Mums have
a lot to do \fith that success," said I Mr Richard
Mammen, J director- of
Change Inc in Minneapolis,
an urban-policy consulting
group hired by the mall to
help with youth relations. 1
"We know some kids
don't respond well to authority fi~ur~s. especially
ones in umform. But usually
they will listen to a mum.
The mall used to have a lot
of kids using bad language,
running or harassing visitors and now it's down to a
bare minimum."
The Mighty Mums programme is the first and only
one of its kind in the nation,
said Mr Mark Scholfet,
spokesman for the International Council of Shopping
Centres in New York. "The
approach of using parents
to help patrol malls is being
watched carefully by others
in the industry," he said. NYT

()0
()0
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Keeping in touch with, or keeping tabs on, youth?
Ofrenders may be sent into the community wearing an electronicallymonitored bracelet instt:ad of g~!ting a jail sentence under new Jaws \vhich
take effect today .... people on bail under home detention programs now
wear the secured black plastic ckctronic bracelets which allow them to be
contacted via a computer day or night. Calls must be responded to

immediately by inserting the bracdet into a monitor connected to the
telephone. If there is no response, a superYisor is alerted and the offender
tracked down.
lhe Jf'c"sf Austro/iun (Pryer, \996, p. 3)

Instead of jail sentences, incarceration, and the exercise of physical force, judges and
magistrates in Western Australia can no\v place intensive supervision orders on
oftl!nders among which include electronic supt!rvision with the aid of bracelets. Whilst
offenders may T1D IOn:Jer be contained in fortress-like architecture under lock and

key,

the electronic bracelet much like Bentham ·s Panopticon is a technique or technolo!D'

through which-disciplinal'}' power is able to function. Both rely on ···suf\·eillance· and
the internal training this produces to incite states of docility"' {McHoul & Grace, 1993,
p. 67). The justice system can thus continue to regulate, though not unproblematically,
the spaces offenders may legitimately occupy; subjecting individuals to the prospect of
constant scrutiny. without confining them to the enclosure associated with jails.
Conceptually, the bracelet surpasses the Panopticon in its potential to purr !lion
individuals; a technique that serves to produce docile bodies by aiming to (Foucault,

1977):
establish pres~nces and absences, to know where and how to locate
individuals, to set up useful communications. to interrupt others, to be able
at each moment to supef\'isc the conduct of each individual, to assess it, to
judge it, 10 calculate its qualities or merits. (p. 143)
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When analysed in the context of otTenders.'transgressors/the abnonnal, the application
and attachment of such a device to the body is perceived to be an evident and desirable
mechanism of power; a necessary method of manipulating and controlling the otherwise
socially aberrant. Yet techniques of surveillance are not confined to penitentiaries and
other institutions that are concerned with law enforcement. In Discipline and Punish,
Foucault ( 1977) argues that schools, factories, barracks. hospitals and prisons all share
common instruments and techniques used by the operations of disciplinary power:

·discipline· may be identified neither with an institution nor with an
apparatus; it is a type ofpO\ver, a modality for its exercise, comprising a
whole set of instruments, techniques, procedures, levels of application,
targets; it is a ·physics· or an ·anatom.:·/ of power. a technology. (p. 215)

Whilst the electronic brace!et is used to discipline social deviants in West Australia, in
Britain a nursery school has fitted toddlers with electronic tags to protect them from
abduction (see figure 4.5). Specifically, I am referring to the discipline-mechanism
associated with panopticism which rather than enforcing through physical coercion,
functions through subtle coercion \Yith a schema of generalised surveillance resulting in
what Foucault {1977. p. 209) terms .. the disciplinary society":
It is not that the beautiful totality of the individual is amputated, repressed,
altered by our social order, it is rather that the individual is carefully
fabricated in it. according to a whole technique of forces and bodies.
(Foucault, 1977. p. 217).
~·he

JY>int is that the discipline-mechanism is embedded in society, it defines what is

normal and abnormal, orders human multiplicities. Doctrines of free expression, of the
self and autonomous self-governance ·'must limit

~ven

as they define; for to set out

criteria for freedom and humanness is simultaneously to police conductpolitdy [my
italics]"' (Miller, 1993. p. xxiii).

9\

Electronic
tags keep
tabs on
pupils _

atnurs~ry

A three-year-old fitte d with an e lectro nic tag a t th e nursery. The device is s imila r to
t hose used in clothing stores to d eter s ho plifters. It t riggers a n a lann _if t he child pas ses
th rough t he gate or perimeter fe nce.- I PS picture.
-

LONDON - A British nursery
school has fitted toddlers with
electronic tags to try to ensure
their safety.
~·
The gates and perimeter
fence are fitted with sensors
which will sound an alarm if a
child wearing a tag goes pasl
The move by the school in
Middleton in the West Midlands is beUeved to be the first
of its kind in Britain, although
creches in shoppin:; centres
have been using tagging systems since the ldlling ol two·
year-old James Bulger who
was abducted in 1993. · ·
· The system costs £20,000
(S$47,000) to instaU. The ta~s
- .similar to those used 1D
clothing stores to deter shoplifters - are fitted to Ouorescent belts which stay on even
when the children are dancing
.or having riding lessons in the
8,000-sq-m grounds. •
Nursery owner DaWn MacLachlan brought in Sensormalic, the British finn respon·
sible for security at the Atlanta
Olympics·to set up the system.
Mrs MacLachlan said her
concern about security mea·
sures was heightened by the
attack by a gunman on a school
in Dunblane. " In the school itself, we
have locks and bolts as much
to keep people out as pupils in.
"If the alarm goes off, the
closed circuit TV camera·at the
gate immediately scans~e area so that if someone has tried
to abduct a child, he is capture~ on video."- IPS.~·

Figure 4.5 Press clipping ·'Electronic tags keep tabs" m The Straits Times ( 1996)
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I have gone into gr.:-at detail to insert the use of these black plastic electronic bracelets
into the ··anatomy·· of disciplinary power it operates in. to make the point that the
de\·ice on its own bears little significance. It is in its use and application as part of a
technolob'Y that it gains meaning. Therefore. when 1 refer to technolob')', I do not mean
the object itself, the hardware and its technical capat;ity to aid human activity; but
rather its implication in social institutions. at the intersections of social discourses.
From a broadly structuralist perspective, this position ··claims that individual

phenomena have meaning only by virtue of their relation to other phenomena as
elements within a systematic structure'' (Milner, 1991, p. 61) in an attempt to move
away from theories of technological detem1inism that isolate technology from society,
and develop cause and etlect relationships. Technology· is cultural; it is only meaningful
as part of human activity sustained by human knowledge (Hawkes, 1977, p. 17): "the
true nature of things may be said to lie not in things themselves, but in the relationships

\\·hich we construct. and then percei\re, bet\\"een them''. Thus this is an attempt at

interrogating the relationships we construct and then perceive bet\veen techno!OblJ' and
society; the assumptions we build around the interface between individuals and
technolObYJ'·
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Where does the pager fit in? As an electronic device, the pager is fairly similar to the
electronic bracelets worn by ofTenders in the West Australian penal system in that both
serve to allow their wearers to be contacted regardless of where they are. Both are
concerned with knowing where and how to locate individuals. Yet whilst the idea of
surveillance and discipline sits comfortably with the application of the deYice in the
context of the penal system; for most. the pager marketed with notions of freedom,
individuality, conYenience, trendiness and youthfulness makes an awkward tit with

disciplinary scrutiny. It is this awk•.vardness in the juxtaposition that I find interesting as
it questions our assumptions and perceptions oftht! true nature of technologies and of
tndividuats. Such an analysis also questions the extent to which the ne\\" communication
technologies are ne\\·_ or whether they are merely different ways of reproducing similar
regimes and relations?
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The pager, although it has that potential, does not literally place the teenager under
surveillance like electronic bracelets or tags. However it latches onto one of the distinct
qualities of youth that is often attached to this category; one of constant movement,

lacking a legitimate space to occupy. The business person needs a pager because he or
she needs to be everywhere at the same time. He or she is vital. The youth needs a pager
because he or she hangs out at malls, fast-food restaurants or the streets: the anomalous
public/private spaces where contacting the individual is difficult. The youth has few

legitimate spaces to occupy other than the home, ~he school or some other social
agency. In public, they are said to lounge, loiter, and hang around. They are not vital but
rather deviant. They are identified by their defiance of the •'normal", accepted use of
public space. They need the pager because they have no place; both literally. and
metaphorically.

Conclusion

Youth, tech1:ology and communication studies: Some concluding remarks

The S\vatch pager may not have been a marketing success. But the pager is here to stay
for quite awhile. There are now pagers that can page you when you receive eM mail, take

messages up to 200 characters long, store telephone numbers, remind you of
appointments, and e\'en transmit data. Costs of running a pager are also relatively low

(in Singapore, prices range from S$160.00 to SS 173.00 annually for a numeric or
message service). Rather than being superseded by the mobile telephone, the pager is
cleaving itself to the form of our bodies. What is our relationship with this technology?
0; rather how does this relationship intersect with our cultural and social worlds?

In examining the pager, I am not trymg to suggest that it has reinvented what youth
means or \Vhat youth is. I do not suggest that it is a revolutionary technoiO!D'· However,
I have been asking how our existing knowledges of the relationship between
technology/media and individuals, explain pagers and youth. The critique is of the
conditions and know ledges that are articulated in the network of discourses around
pagers, youth and technology. The intention is to ask, as does Foucault (McHoul &
Grace, 1993 ):
What is our historical present? What are the institutions and systems of
knowledge that critical theorists think they can readily identitY? What are
the relationships between them \\ithin particular ensembles \vhich
characterise out present epoch? (pp. 73~-t)
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It is important w note that studies of youth in communication studies are difficult to

totally extract from the discourses of marketing. psychology and deviancy that I have
identified in chapters three and four. As within the history of the discipline

communication studies itself, the study of youth draws from the traditions of sociology,
psychology, literary studies, subcultural theory, anthropology; the list can go on. Each
have their O\\TI techniques of inserting the individual into the social machinery by

identifying the youth and assi&rning different qualities to such a category. Buckingham
( 1993b) concludes that:

ultimately, then. the relationship between young people and the media has
been defined by mainstream academic research as ap.~ydwlogicul issue- as
it was to a large extent by Plato. It is a matter of\vhat the media do to young
people's minds - or, more recently, what their minds do with the media.
Young people are implicitly regarded here as somehow asocial- or perhaps
pre-social- beings. They are merely on their way to becoming something
else, something finished. (p. 9)

The same criticisms I ha\"e made of marketing, social organisations and governments
also apply to communication research to some extent. To explain the youth-pager
relationship in tenns of an assumption of the nature of youth as an age defined,
psychologically rooted, asocial state of"becoming'" does not bring anything
epistemologically new to the discussion. It docs not build upon nor question what we
claim "\ve already know··.
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Yet in different contexts what is understood as youth can range from the ages of 10 to
30 [the National Youth Council of Singapore {n.d.) defines youth as those between 15
and 30 years old]. Deviant youth or the vulnerability of youth to deviancy draws

attention to this demo!:,rraphic. In other words, ··normal'' youth are often rendered
im·isible against spectacular subcultures and boundary defying hehaYiour (Aries, 1960):
Ne\v sciences such as psycho-analysis, paediatrics and psychology devote
themselves to the problems of childhood, and their findings are transmitted
to parents by way of a mass popular literature. Our world is obsessed by the
physical, moral and sexual problems of childhood. (p. 395)

We continually return to the physicaL moral and sexual problems of childhood and
youth; but the adult pathologising of youth catches itself in a self-fultilling cycle. The
categorisation of youth is a way of creating masses. Young people do have an empirical
existence, but we need to see that when we speak of youth we defer to a technique of
knowing, for youth in their totality are not practically '·knowable". These are issues that
are not often addressed.

I have included a great number of texts in this paper, some academic, but mostly
journalistic, governmental and commercial (I have made it a point to identify these
sources when reproducing texts from them). This is to make the point that meaning
negotiation occurs at multiple sites; discourses are information flows rather than
bounded texts. Whilst these texts have different levels oflc!,ritimacy in the context of
academic writing such as this thesis, their inclusion challenges the position of the
researcher, and the history of her discipline, as powerful looker against the powerless
looked nt subject. Discourses on youth and technolot,ry cut across the political,
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economic, national, international, social and cultural. To speak of the relationship
between the pager, youth, and technolo&')', is to also speak of the political, economic,
social and cultural contexts of this relationship. I am interrogating both the practice of
criticism and subject of criticism to problematise the neat separation of each element.

The pager itself is not the focus of this study. As an object, it has little meaning. It is in

its use, in the discourses it dra\VS together, the relationships it constructs: that meaning
is negotiated. Technology is understood in the Foucauldian sense as techniques which
allow tbr the exercise of power and the production of knowledge (McHoul & Grace,
1993, p. 86). My method is problematic panicularly since I only analyse the knowledge

produced by the supposedly po\verful knowledge classes. It is a limitation in light of my
concern with the conception and study of individuals blfOUped as audiences \Vithin
communication studies. I found it difficult, due to my limited experience. to conduct
interviews with young pager O\\llers. I was constantly faced with generic responses.
Howeyer this is still an area that requires im·estigation. Within my existing analysis, I
have limited myself to issues of consumerism and delinquency. Although these are
dominant discourses around youth, there are other elements such as class and gender
that I have not considered. I do not assume my paper to be conclusive in any way, and I
hope to have raised more questions than I can answer. It is consciously contingent: and
is only one aspect of the ··comprehensi\'e, interdisciplinary, collective cultural study""
that Budd. Entman and Steinman (I 990, p. I 80) call for.
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Communication is about po\ver. the power to control knowledge. Communication
studies itself cannot be wholly positioned outside of these inescapable conditions

(Foucault, 1978):
the manifold relations of force that take shape and come into play in the
machinery of production, in families, limited groups and institutions, are the

basis for wide-ranging effects of cleavage that run through the social body
as a whole. ( p. 94)

Bear in mind that power produces: the subject, ··reality.. , domains of objects, and rituals

of truth. The place of this critical inquiry is to question that production that
contextualises intellectual work and everyday life (not that they are mutually exclusive).

By examining communication studies, youth. technolob'Y and pagers in relation to one
another, our intellectual and everyday assumptions are questioned. The relations we
draw between things and ourselves are just that: relative. It is a pointed interrogation of

how we make sense.
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Appendix

The following are a sample of texts that rdlect the changing relationship between
technologies and users/ audiences mentioned in this paper. In addition, I have included
the Swatch advertisements speciticallyto illustrate the sense of spectacle that they
create and/or elicit.

The tirst three images are from the Telstra ··Priced to fit every pocket'' print advertising
campaign. The subsequent advertisements nre for Swatch watches.
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